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IP.O*IY  IM THOMAS HARDY •S 
*A FT*?  CTTSTED CHA11IACM!IT*T,S*

Thcr'es Earfly’s aeries of short stories "h Fe^ Crusted 

Cliaractersw was written and published durinr the years 1887- 
1894 that saw the publication of Tess of The d^r^ervlllee 

and Jude the Obscure. It is a frare-story that is alrost 

universally ignored by critics and the ceneral reading pub

lic alike; hwever it is a fine examle of Hardy's mastery 

of ironic techniques, and it provides a potential index 

for understanding his ironic Philosophical outlook.
During thio period of tine Hardy also wrote three es

says expressing his theories about writing. •’The Profit
able heading of Fiction," "Candour in Ennllsh Fiction," 

and "The Science of Fiction," the only essa’^s on style that 

he ever wrote, express In e!q>oflltory fom the theories on 

ironic outlook and irony In literary technique that are 

dramatized in "A vew Crusted Characters." Indeed, the frana- 

atory reads, in many Instances, as if it were written to 

clarify th® ideas that are but haltingly formulated in the 

essays.
In "A Few Crusted Characters*  Hardy covers many types 

of irony—verbal, situational, and juxtaposition of 



contrasting charactefixations and scenes. He uses irony 

to clarify his philosophical outlook, especially in his 

choice of narrators in the individual talcs. These nar
rators see the various levels of reality and coirmnnlcate 

then to the reader: the minister sees only the benevolent 

rotiveg and acts which are compatible with his own system 

of values; the prankster sees th® world of everyday and 

uses his vision of it to fool others; the aged grocersas 

sees time, space, and humanity from a groat distance and 

eeems to receive her information through a supernatural 
agency. Th® groceress servos a two-fold literary and 

philosophic function: because she seems like fate and be

cause she is passive and disinterested, she furnishes a 

valuable insight into Hardy*s  idea of the relative influ
ence of fate in human affairs. In understanding his Ironic 

philosophy, it Is Important to see that she is not the ma
lignant meddler that Hardy is usually credited with hav

ing created. Furthermore, since Hardy has placed the frame’s 

own narrator outside the realm of this narrator, and in 

a position to control her role in his tale as well as her 

own narrative, this relationship would suggest that he con

siders destiny subject to man’s control.
The frame-story is good entertainment, dealing as it 

does with a representative gallery of Hardy’s rustics*  The 



stories also have Intellectual appeal because they inves
tigate Hardy’s thenas of alienation and impercipience, the 

inefficacy of organized religion, the unworkability of 

hasty narriage, and the inequities of civil justice. The 

greatest value of "A Few Crusted Characters" is that it 

helps to clarify Hardy’s philosophical outlook regarding 
the relative roles of fate and free-will in human activi

ties.
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IHTBODUCTIOU

Thomae Hardy’s frame-story called *A  Few Crusted Char- 
i 

actere" has been underestimated as merely an "affection
ate*  or "winning" look at Wessex citisens and their ways.^ 

It is a pleasant aesthetic experience, especially for a 

reader familiar with Hardy Country, his characters and his 

uses of irony, I believe, however, Hardy meant it to be 

more than entertainment. He wrote it when he was striv
ing hardest for accurate expression in his prose fiction 

and was finding himself misunderstood at every turn, Most 
of the misunderstanding resulted from his critics*  inabil

ity to appreciate Hardy’s pervading ironic tone and its 

effects on the smaller, more obvious ironies within the 
fiction. In *h  Few Crusted Characters*  Hardy has provid

ed what amounts almost to a schematic representation of

^Life’s tittle Ironies (Kew York*  Harper 6 Brothers 
Publishers,’ ’1S4i)"7" pp"185^25>, This series is of the con
vention of the frame-story. The internal stories will be 
referred to in my text as the "stories*  or "tales*  and the 
external narration as the *frame.*

2Irving Howe, Thomas Hardy (Hew York*  the Macmillan 
Company, 1967), p. *11  i Page, •Hardy’s Short Stor
ies*  A Reconsideration,*  Studies in Short Fiction, IX, 
Ho. 1 (Winter 1974), p. 7?;



hie ironic outlook and the forma it takes In fiction*  Be
cause it can serve as a diagram of Hardy’s uses of irony, 

•A Few Crusted Characters*  is also a potential index for 

understanding irony in other of his writingsi from it we 

can perhaps draw Inferences for new insights in the larg

er body of his work. The effect of his irony on his form 

and meaning has often been the subject of controversy, and 

evaluation among critics. Analysis of the balance of irony, 

form, and meaning in *A  Few Crusted Characters*  can per
haps shed some light on Hardy’s idea of what comprised a 

balance.
The present debate involving the value of his work 

as a whole centers around the same considerations that occu
pied the attention of his earliest criticsi 1) hie cos
mic irony and 2) the artistic merit of his literary style. 
Critics usually Interrelate the two. In a review of Jude 

the Obscure in 1895, W. 9. Howells saidi *1  do not know 

how instinctively or how voluntarily he (Hardy) has appeal
ed to our inherent superstition of Fate • • • but I am sure 

that in the world where his hapless people have their being, 
there is not only no Providence, but there is Fate alonei 

and the environment is such that character itself cannot 
avail against it.*  He went on to say# *X  find myself de
fending the bock on the ethical side when I meant chiefly 



to praise it for what seeaui to me Its artistic excellence. 
• • it has unity very uncommon in the novel, and especial
ly the Bnglish novel.”*

*Thomas Hardy (Norfolk, Connecticut! dames I»aughlln, 
1949), pp. SV'S. Hereafter referred to in my text as
■Guerard.”

Xn 1949, Albert Guerard challenged the earlier ■gen

eration” of Hardy critics, whose dates he sets as 1895 to 

1946i their view of Hardy as a pessimist or fatalist could 

no more survive modem scrutiny than could their high opin
ion of his literary craftsmanship, Querard said. Once the 

violent Victorian reactions—both favorable and unfavorable- 

bad subsided, he exlained, the novels1 plots stood out as 

the unpolished contrivances that they were. Furthermore, 
he claimed, the plots themselves demonstrated that Hardy 

was not a fatalist, because he had obviously not intend
ed then to be realistically fatalistic# they were. Instead, 
Hardy's fictitious representations of reality, "highly con
vincing foreshortenings of the actual and absurd world.**  

Xn other words, Guerard believed that Hardy's greatness 

was genuine enough, but that it lay not in his depictions 

of realistic and pre-determined patterns, but rather in 

the anti-realistic creations of ironically distorted, purely

^Thotsas Hardy and his Readers, eds. Laurence Lerner 
and JoKoTHolmstrom Xhsw Yor^l Barnes a Noble, Inc., 1968), 
pp. 115-117.



Imaginary situations. Irony, Querard felt, was an almost 
accidental but highly effective rhetorical device of Hardy‘a, 

it was not the world-view of a technically-precise fatal

ist.
The opinion represented by Guerard has not stood as 

the final word, however. The question of Hardy’s effec
tiveness of phlloaophy and style continued to engage the 

attention of critics# and Hardy’s irony still lay at the 

root of the debate. In 1965 Hoy Morrell attempted to vin
dicate both style and philosophy, and their interdepend
ence, in what amounted to a reversal of critical direction 

and the taking of an extreme position. Hardy’s point, he 

said, is that man wrongly blames Fate for the consequences 

of his own actions. Then, Morrell said. Hardy contrives 
5 

sequences of contradictory elesents in •ironic relation*  

in order to make form express meaning# or he shows people 

voicing an intention and then behaving in a way calculat

ed to thwart their own stated objectives. Hardy will go 

to great lengths, Morrell said, to show his characters’ 
abuse of their own freedom of choice and action# when they 

finally bring catastrophe on themselves, they assign such 

outcomes to the instrutable workings of destiny. In a

5
The will and the Way (Kuala Lumpur# The University 

of Malaya PreseV lsiSr, p. 12. Hereafter referred to in 
my text as “Morrell.*



final irony, then. Hardy will intrude to make an author

ial cossnent such as the one concerning the "President of 

the Irsaortals*  at the end of Tees of the d'Urbervilles— 

a comment, incidentally, that was taken at face value in 

Hardy's day and for long afterwards (Morrell, p. 133). 
These authorial intrusions, said Morrell, am meant to es
tablish Hardy's real, ironic, anti-fatalistic attitudes, 
and are stylistically effective. In short, Morrell said 

that Hardy's craftsmanship is deliberate and successful, 
that through the use of irony it expresses a belief in the 

free-will of mankind.

In 1971 R. F. Southerington moved one step away from 

the favorable but perhaps ovarly-subjective position taken 

by Morrell. Although he agreed that Hardy's irony is of 

larger scope than had been previously recognised, he quail 
fled Korrell's belief in unlimited freedom of choice# and 

he questioned whether Hardy's style—regarding the author
ial intrusions—could support a viewpoint of even limit
ed freedom of Choice. In Hardy's fictitious world a cer

tain amount of free-will does seem to exist, said South
erington, but man also seem subject to both internal and 

external biological and evolutionary forces. "The ques
tion that remains," he said, "is whether that world is one 

whose limitations on human actions are only partial, as



Hardy the man seem*  to have believed, or whether Hardy the 

novelist presented characters without freedom. Thia la 

not merely speculative questioning) on the answers depends 
6 a just appreciation of hie work."

Here the state of Hardy criticism presently rests-’- 
with view of Hardy as partially deterministic In regard 

to life and his characters, and with the matter of the suc
cess of hia treatment and form in question. Further evi

dence Is needed to help establish his stance as an iron

ist; and, although his poems, novels, and historical dramas 
have been thoroughly analysed for ironic ispllcations, the 

short fiction la relatively untouched by critics as yet. 
Although much of this fiction consists of mere episodes 

or sketches, some of the stories have well-defined plots, 
more-than-adequate themes and characterisations, and ample 

room for the exercise of ironic techniques and devices.

*A Few Crusted Characters*  qualifies as one of Hardy’s well- 

constructed works of short fiction, and my thesis will ex
amine ita structure and content with the intention of clar

ifying Hardy's ironic outlook,

^Hardy's Vision of Man (London; Chatto 6 Windus, 1971), 
p. 12. Hereafter referre3~to in my text as "Southerlngton.*



The purpose of my thesis is to show that "A Few Crust
ed Characters*  goes far toward illuminating Hardy's stance 

in relation to ironies in life and literature. Because 

of the crucial time in Hardy's career that it was written, 
and because the frame-story can be shown to illustrate Hardy's 

literary theories concerning irony, I believe this selec
tion to be an exceptionally accurate index to Hardy's atti
tudes and of his application of those attitudes to his work. 
If this can be shown, then the value of *A  Few Crusted Char
acters*  to clarifying key issues in Hardy criticism is con

siderable.



I. HASDY'S THEORY OF I30NY

In 1891 Hardy published *A  Pew Crusted Characters*  

in serial form and republished the entire series three years 

later in Life*s  Little Ironies. During these years Hardy 

was also bringing out serial publlcatioas of Tees of the 

d*Orberrllles  and Jude the Obscure# and the excitement gen

erated by the novels drew attention away from Hardy's other 

writings of the same period; the short stories, at least, 
were almost universally ignored. It is unfortunate that 
the stories dropped out of sight, for if Hardy had been 

able to make himself understood through them, the furor 

over Tess and Jude might have been less, and the appreci

ation greater. As it happened, however, public reaction 

to the two novels wan so virulent that Hardy remarked that 
a man would be a fool to risk such another volley of cri

ticism, and he was never to write another novel. The out

raged readers of Tess and Jude, missing the subtle and shift 

ing ironies of the novels and seeing only what they mis
took for bitterness and pessimism, were at a lose to ex

plain just what they were outraged about, resorting, there
fore, to such measure as burning the novels and mailing
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Hardy the ashes.He was equally helpless to understand 

the cause of their reaction. Yet, their dismay, his be
wilderment, and the books' greatness all have a conmon cause 

—his encompassing sense of Irony, and Its Infusion Into 

his fiction, ks an Ironist# his stance Is exceptionally 

remote—as shown, for example, by his personal writings— 

and It Is this remote stance that serves either to sharp

en or to obfuscate meaning, depending upon the reader's 

perception of the Irony's existence.

Only recently have critics achieved enough distance 

in time and philosophy to recognise the number and extent 

of the Ironies in Hardy's work. That understanding might 

have been reached sooner, and even now can be facilitat
ed, by a thorough examination of *A  Few Crusted Characters,*  

especially If the series Is read In conjunction with his 

notebooks, biographies, and with hie essays written around 

1890. *h  Few Crusted Characters*  can be shown to fit some 

of Hardy's main theories in these essays, theories which 

call for ironic techniques and devices. Furthermore, the 

characteristic form of this frame-story permits critical 
dissection and observation of the writer's art, possibly

^Evelyn Hardy, Thomas Hardy4 A Critical Biography (Hw 
Yorki auasell 8 Russell, 19JiirptT 7 P• ill.Here*  
after referred to in my text as *CB.*
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better than other forme can do, where irony is concerned. 
It will be the purpose of this chapter to ehor first, Hardy’s 

general ironic outlook regarding life and arty second, his 

determination, in the burst of productivity and social con
cern he experienced around 1890, to gain his readers*  under

standing; and third, his embodiment, in Few Crusted Char

acters,*  of hie theories regarding irony, life, and art.
Although his outlook in life and his techniques as 

a writer were based on irony or ironic treatment. Hardy 

never used the term to describe either his attitudes or 

hie work, the one glaring exception being in the title, 

Life’s Little Ironies. The unexpected outcome, the incon

gruous combination, the coincidental turn of events that 

he often observed around him, he referred to merely as a 
2•curious*  happening or as a "trick of Mature.*  He regard

ed the transference of these elements into his fiction as 

the "giving of artistic form to a true sequence of things 

. • ,*  (Orel, p. 25). His personal writings engAasised 

his ironic world-view; he stressed the need for detachmenty 

he recorded the incongruities he noticed in his daily lifer 

and he conceived ironic plots and made note of them for 

future use.

2Harold Orel, ed«, Thomas Hardy’s Personal Writings 
(Lawrencet University of'Tansas’^ress, , p. 'll. Here-
after referred to In my text as •Oral."
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A vivid expression of his need for detachment appears 
in this passage from Early Llfat^

I have attempted many nodes [of finding the value 
of life) • • • For tsy part, if there is any way 
of getting a melancholy satisfaction out of life 
it lies in dying, so to speak, before one is 
out of the flesh; by which I mean putting on 
the manner of ghosts, wandering in their haunts, 
and taking their view of surrounding things. 
To think of life as passing away is a sadness; 
to think of it as past is at least tolerable, 
Bence even artien I enter into a room to pay a 
siiaple morning call I have unconsciously the 
habit of regarding the scene as if I were a spectre 
not solid enough to influence my environment; 
only fit to behold and say as another spectre 
said; •Peace be unto youl*

Hardy seems sometimes to have equated detachment with a 

highly desirable fora of death*in*life,  and to have pro- 
jected this belief and desire onto others. Always sens!*  

tive to signs of pain or illness in others, he both con
soled himself with their potential for detachment and tor

mented himself with their failure to avail themselves of 

the relief it offered. Once, upon seeing a sick and aged 

man, he recorded the pity he felt for the man's unwilling

ness to detach himself from his body or to part, even in 

fancy, from the ailing physical self. Hardy said, *A  staid, 
worn, weak man at the railway station. His back, hie legs, 

his hands, his face, were longing to be out of the world.

Florence Emily Hardy, (Kew York*  The Macmillan Com
pany, 1828), p. 72, Hereafter referred to in my text as
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Hit brain wat not longing to be, because, like the brain 

of most people, it was the last part of hie body to real
ise a situation*  (Si, p. 293)• Itmersed in life, the man 

suffered all its discomforts without knowing of an immed
iate, far less an ultimate, escape from it by mental dis
tancing.

To be too closely Involved in a situation was to be 

deceived by it, or blind to it. Hardy felt. In his con

viction that reality lay below surface appearances, he con 

sidered a lack of detachment to be a type of delusion, as 

he explained in this passage*  *1  was thinking a night or 

two ago that people are somnambulists—that the material 
is not the real—only the visible, the real being invisi

ble optically. That it is because we are in a somnambu

listic hallucination that we think the real to be what we 

see as real*  (SL, p. 243). Furthermore, to became inti

mately involved in the specifics of a material world was, 
paradoxically, to lose touch with those very specifics, 
because the observer could see only one aspect at a time, 
rather than all the conflicting aspects t!iat comprise re

ality. To see only one aspect at a time would also rob 

one of perspective, since an accurate scale of values re
sults from the ability to see and compare the levels of 

reality. Bvelyn Hardy records, in her biography, that
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"Hardy used to find fault with Middleton as having no sense 

of life as such। as one who would talk, for Instance, about 

bishops*  copes and nitres with an earnest, serious, anx

ious nanner, as if there were no cakes and ale in the world, 
or laughter and tears, or human misery beyond tears. His 

[Middleton*s]  sense of art had caused hlra to lose all sense 

of relativity, and of art's subsidiary relation to exis
tence*  (BL# p, 296)•

To Hardy, then, detachment seemed a sort of triumph 

over the Illusions presented by a material world. By si
mulating the body's death, detachment freed the mind and 

imagination from mortality’s ordinary state of sleep-walking 

and enabled the individual to keep his values Intact. Hardy 

made such a point of the necessity for remaining aloof, 
emotionally, that his critics and biographers usually at
tempt some explanation of the reasons for the attitude and 

try to suggest its source and relevance.
Irving Howe tells us that Hardy's "reticence*  was some

thing that "everyone noticed," even at a first meeting. 
Howe omphasltes that it "was not mere shyness, nor mere

ly the result of a wish to keep free from the murky entang

lements of publicity. It was a reticence that went deep 

Into his psychic composition and had a strange reflection 

in the fact that he always disliked being touched by other 
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persons • • •*  4 An extremely accurate observation is that 

people noticed in Hardy a •considerateness, but also a cer
tain abstractness, what seems a gentle distance from hie 

own life*  (Howe, p. 74). That this •abstractness*  gave 

Hardy an unusual authorial perspective is obvious to those 

who have read his personal writings» *His  ability to hold 

himself aloof from the world mentally and emotionally made 

Hardy see people at a concert, a picture-gallery or in the 

Musem Heading Room as •Souls outside Bodies,’ or ’Souls 

• • • screened by their bodies,1* says Evelyn Hardy (C.B., 
p. 224).

The foregoing passage sounds like a description from 

Hueckee *The  ironic attitude of a ’General Ironist’ is 

complicated by his own equivocal position. On the one hand 

his sense of irony implies detadueent • . . he will be de

tached from life itself or at least from that general as
pect of life in which he perceives a fundamental contra

diction. On the other hand, the picture he sees of an 

ironic world must show himself as victim. So he is at the 
5 

same time invloved and detached • • .*

^Irving Eowe, Thomas Hardy (Hew Yorki The Macmillan 
Company, 1967), p. 7T2 hereafter referred to in my text 
as *Howe.*

<
C. D. Muedke, The Co**ipais  of Irony (London*  Methuen 

S Co., Ltd,, 1969), p. 112. Hereafter referred to in my 
text as *!luecke»*
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The critics * statements about Hardy1s detadxment, and 

the ironologist’s definition of typical ironic remoteness 

converge in a statement made by Richard Carpenter. Not

ing a relationship between Hardy*s  personal distance to 

the world and his ironic outlook. Carpenter says, wHe al
ways kept a polite and ironic mask before the world and 

never, as some writers have done, let it drop so that the 

real man beneath might be seen and understood • •

3. Hillis Miller sees a relationship between Hardy*s  

tone and stance as a writer and his detachment from life. 
* . . . Hardy can turn back on the world and watch it from 

a safe distance, see it clearly . . • and judge it. This 

way of being related to the world is the origin of his art. 

Such an attitude determines the habitual stance of hie nar
rators, that datachnent which sees events from above them 

or from a tixae long after they have happened. . , The tone 

of voice natural to a spectator who sees things from such 

a distance is^arts ... throughout his work as a compound
7 

of irony (and) cold detachment • • .*

^Richard C. Carpenter, Thomae Eardv (Ksw Yorkt Twayne 
Publishers, Inc., 1964), p. 137 hereafter referred to in 

text as *Carpenter.*
7
J. Hillis Miller, Distance and Desire (Cambridge, 

Massachusettsi The Belknap ^ress oF"Harvard University Press, 
1970), p. 7. Hereafter referred to in my text as "Miller.*
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Far enough removed from the everyday human attitudes 

to see clearly. Hardy was always on the alert for the un

expected, and he looked for contrasts everywhere. He was 

impressed with the two-fold nature of existence, with the 

way a thing often conceals its exact opposite. Actually, 

this metaphysical concept of inherent dichotomies has cor
relatives in the physical world. Physicists tell us, for 

example, that so familiar a thing as color has a complex 

explanation—that it is not a phenomenon, but an experi

ence, and that the color we perceive an object to be is 

the only color which that object is not. That is, an ob

ject retains all the light waves except the ones reflect

ed back to us as color. The chair we call red, therefore, 

contains every color except red. Without knowing this phy

sical fact. Hardy nevertheless guessed at such a state of 

affairs. He noted, "The hypocrisy of things. Mature is 

an arch-dissembler. A child is deceived completely; the 

older menfoers of society more or less according to their 

penetration; though even they seldom get to realize that 
nothing is as it appears (EI», p. 24), Hardy approached 

life with the intention of penetrating its concealments, 

asserting that# "If you look beneath the surface of any 

farce you see a tragedy; and, on the contrary, if you blind 

yourself to the deeper issues of a tragedy you see a farce*
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(EL, p. 282)• Often he would notice an actual contrast 
and then would devise a contrast analogous to it, as ho 

did herei "To Trinity Cliurch. Dorchester. The rector 

in his seman delivers hisnself of mean images in a subline 

voice, and the effect is that of a glowing landscape in 
a 

which clothes are hung out to dry.*  Almost any juxtapo
sition struck him as ironic; one winter's day he wrote, 
•Long Ditton. Snow on the graves. A superfluous piece 

of cynicism in Nature*  (Ntbk, p. 50).

He looked for irony in what he heard and read, as well 
as in what he observed for himself and made note of almost 
any tale of unexpected outcome, as in the case of *A  man 

namd Sliervood, a boxer . • . used his wife roughly, left 

her and went to America. She pined for him. At last he 

sent for her to come with the children. She died of joy 

at the news*  (Ntbk, p. 32). He would sor^times draw con

clusions of his own, using only the bare outline of a sit
uation to go ont •The Reverend Mr. Wilkinson in Cornwall 
married a handsome actress. She settled down to serve God 

as uncermoniously as she had previously done Maxamon*  (Ntbk, 

p. 50).

g
Thomas Hardy's Notebooks (London; The Hogarth Press, 

1953) t'"^«"4Se Hereafter referred to in my text as "Ntbk.*
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In addition to eearchlng for ironies in actual sit
uations, Hardy also created numerous ironic fictions In 

skeleton form. As he conceived of the situations, he noted 

them in journalsi 'Plot for a novel, or play, A good look

ing woman, with a thirst for fane, tries literature and 

falls • • • meets a philosopher who tells her notoriety 

Is as good as fame . . • she continues chaste in deed. . • 
[although she gains an unsavory reputation) meets a pure 

young man, and loves him passionately, , , How can she con

vince him of her innocence?*  (iltbk, pp, 64-65). Sometimes 
he later expanded these seminal plots into actual stories,

* Andrey Satcliel and the Parson and Clerk,  for example, 

probably had its beginning in tlovesdier of 1877 when Hardy 

entered in his notebook, "The Honest Earl, , • acciden
tally shut up in a tower , • • with a blacksmith’s daugh
ter . , , feels it his duty to marry her. Does so and finds 

her not so good as she seemed • « •  (Ntbk, p. 52),

*

*
Transferring life's ironies to fiction requires a cer

tain falsification, no matter how conscientious the artist, 
as Hardy was well aware, *Art, w he wrote, *ls  the secret 

of how to produce by a false thing the effect of a true
• • (EL, p, 284). This production involved strange dis

tortions, he knew, since he sometimes observed oddities
in life far surpassing those that he dared etbody in fiction
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He stated wryly that, "Though a good deal ie too strango 

to be believed, nothing is too strange to have happened*  

(Htbk, p, 35), He realised that e writer who sees the un
usual in everyday events has some considerable adjustment 
to make if his fiction is to ba credible, and he reason
ed that, * . . . a story must be striking enough to be worth 

telling. Therein lies the problem—to reconcile the aver
age with that uncoramonness which alone makes it natural 

that a tale or experience would dwell in the memory and 

induce repetition*  (1SL, p. 314). For him, the extraordi
nary was perfectly believable, and in order to achieve any 

measure of reader credibility. Hardy had actually to bend 

his plots in the direction of the accepted concept of the 

•usual.*
In the year 1890, at ago 59, with twelve novels to 

his credit. Hardy enjoyed a world-wide reputation, and his 

journals are filled with accounts of friendly associations 

with other famous writers and with the nobility. He had 

advanced from mere prosperity to genuine wealth. Most of 

his works had bean received generously by critics and the 

general reader, and although ha overlooked the favorable 

reviews to worry about the few that were not so favorable, 

he was still determined to tell the truth—in fiction. He 
was, furthermore, set on telling the truth on his own terns. 
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and on being understood. He was note convinced than ever 

that *reality*  was hidden by appearances. In 1987 he had 

written*  *1  don*t  want to aee landscapes, i.e,, scenic 

paintings of theta, because I don’t want to aee the origi
nal realities ... I want to see deeper reality underly
ing the scenic, the expression of what are somtioas call
ed abstract imaginings. The •slrply natural1 is Interest

ing no longer . . . The exact truth as to material fact 

ceases to be of inportance in art—it is a student’s style 

. . .*  (T*L,  pp. 242-243). Because of his Integrity as an 

artist, he felt his responsibility to be that of accurate 

depiction of this world-view, as he says in his biography, 

•Consider the Wordsworthian dictum (the rsore perfectly the 

natural object is reproduced, the more truly poetic the 
picture). This reproduction is achieved by seeing into 

he.^Xt of a thing (as rain, wind, for Instance), and
is realism, in fact, though through being pursued by means 
of the imagination it is confounded with Invention, which 

is pursued by the sam means. It is, in short, reached 

by what Arnold calls ’the imaginative reason•• (Bb, p. 
190).

At a loss to explain his ironic outlook in any but 

general terns, he embodied it as honestly as he was able 

in fiction. As long as enough hunxsur existed in his plots. 
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as long as sex and violence were disguised or syxhbolized- 

and— this was generally the case up through The Woodland
ers, published in 1837—his reading public gave him their 

approval and support, ne was, however, dissatisfied with 

what he considered the lack of purpose in his work, and 

he wanted to write a novel with a really serious theme and 

an unflinching view of reality as he perceived it. On April 
28, 1888, he entered in his journals *R  short story of 

a young man— ’who could not go to Oxford1— Bis struggles 

and ultimate failure. Suicide . . . There is something 

[in this] the world ought to be shown, and I am the one 

to show them . . .* (ISL, p, 272). Mature in ironic out

look and in the application of irony in his writing. Hardy 

was formulating his master-piece, Jud® the Obscure.
Almost as if he were clearing the way for its recep

tion, he tried, as never before, to explain his literary 

methods and intentions. In 1888, 1890, and 1891 he wrote 

and published three formal essays on style and purpose in 

fiction—the only such essays he ever produced» "The Prof
itable Reading of Fiction,*  "Candour in English Fiction," 

and "The Science of Fiction," respectively. Michael Mill
gate in 1971 calls these essays an "important" part of Hardy*e  

extraordinary burst of productivity in the years 1888 through
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a 
1891. At the tlifid Hardy wrote them, however, neither crit
ics nor the general reader seems to have reacted to them.

Nevertheless, reaction was vigorous to other of Hardy’s 

writings during these years. •’* Group of Noble Dataes*  drew 

adverse cirtlcism that he tried to meet by explaining the 

Ironic distancing in his use of a middle narrator—that 
is to say, the narrator of a story within the main story. 
The serial publication of Tess that began in 1883 drew im

mediate attention, both favorable and violently antagonis
tic. With Judo also ready for serial publication. Hardy 

had made every effort in his power to facilitate the pub
lic’s reception and understanding of his work, to explain 

his use of ironic techniques and his own philosophies and 

artistic outlook. Undoubtedly he sensed the futility of 

trying direct explanation of what he was doing, for ha re
alized that In any type of writing besides poetry and fic

tion, ha was all but helpless to communicate• Besides, 
he had access to no standard set of technical terns for 

discussing literary theories; Guerard notes that * . . . 
[during the Victorian Era] criticism was rich in grand gen
eral statamnts about the relationships of literature and 

g
Thomas Hardyi His Career as a Hovelist (New Yorks 

Random"House,"IS71), p. i5i. Hereaf€ar reiferred to in isy 
text as ’‘Millgate.*
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life, fora and content, etc., but it rarely got down to 
particulars(Guerard, p. 38).

Frustrated by his own Inadequacy as an essayist and 

by the al^sence of a standard literary vocabulary, yet spur
red by his need to coonunlcate. Hardy would predictably 

have resorted to a fictional representation of his theo
ries. DeImore Schwartz both recognizes Hardy’s problems 
in expository writing and also suggests the solution when 

he observes that •Hardy failed when he tried to make a direct 

statement of his beliefs; he succeeded when he used his 

beliefs to make significant the observations which concern
ed him.* 1® "A Pew Crusted Characters*  quite possibly rep

resents Hardy’s attempt to use his beliefs to *makQ  sig
nificant*  the presence, uses, and relevance of irony, both 

as a fact of life and as a literary treatment. The stor
ies demonstrate, point-by-lucid-polnt, the theories he but 

haltingly formulated in the throe essays; and in their 

unrivaled use of irony, the stories can serve to clarify 

not only the essays but also Hardy’s application of irony 

in general, especially his final remote stance in regard 

to his own philosophy and art.

"Poetry and Sellef in Thomas Hardy.*  The Southern 
Review, VI (Sunmer 1940), pp. 66.
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The first obvious connection between one of the es
says and "h Few Crusted Characters” appears in the use of 

the unusual word "crusted."*  In "The Profitable Heading 

of Fiction" Hardy nakes the point that when a character 

achieves even a modicum of sophistication, he can no long
er be classified with the "untutored classes of mankind,*  

and his exterior becomes his "screen,*  rather than his Ln*  
dax."^^ He goes on to say, "Contrasts are disguised by 

the crust of conventionality, pioturesgueneae obliterated, 
and a subjective system of description necessitated for 

the differentiation of character*  (Heading, p. 124), Hardy 

is speaking of a *orust*  of sophistication> yet in *A  Few 

Crusted Characters," he deals with Wessex folk, the whole 

gallery of rustics whose counterparts appear in the novels 

and poems. A contradiction might be suspected, had not 

Thomas Hardy often presented Wessex as quite a respecta

ble portion of the larger world—the church bells of 

Longpuddle, he had once observed, were surely of the same 

alloy as those of St. Mark*s  in Venice (EL, pp. 252-253).

^^Thomaa Hardy, "The Profitable Reading of Fiction*  
In Thomas Hardy’a Personal Writings, ed. Harold Orel (Law
rence: University ot iansaLS Press, 1966), p. 124. Here
after referred to in ray text as "Reading."
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Obviously, then, Hardy hare speaks o*  a "crust*  besides 

that of sophistication: the Oxford English Dictionary sup
plies an appropriate definition: *(fron crusted vine): 

Antiquated, ‘venerable1: often with adrnixture of the notion 

‘covered with a cruet of prejudice, etc.1 . . . ‘The lengths 

to which good old crusted bigotry can go ‘ ‘England 

. . . cherishai a fine old crusted abuse as much as it does 

its port.**  Thus there are at least two kinds of crusts: 
that of sophistication and that of bigotry and prejudice, 

and Hardy penetrates one type of crust in his characters 

In order to got under another type in hia readers.
At the beginning of the essay, "The Profitable head

ing of Fiction," ffardy says that fiction should provide 

a change of scene which should "manifestly be as complete 

as if the reader had taken the hind seat on a witch’s brooa- 
3tick. The town man finds what he seeks in novels of the 

country ..." (leading, p. 111). *A  Pew Crusted Charac

ters" is certain to be read by the "t<ym nan," and here 

a "crust*  of sophistication comes in, but in the reader, 
rather than in the fictional character. And it is, after 

all, fully as important to penetrate the reader’s crust 

as to pierce that of the character in the story. An author's 

first challenge is to get ths reader's attention, and to 

do it without undue offense. To present a point that
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engages the imagination< a situation that piques the sense 

of curiosity# a crime that involves the reader only periph
erally and a penalty that taxes him by proxyt thia is the 

challenge and the reward off getting under the reader’s crust 
Hardy recognized the importance of such penetration? Michael 

Millgate quotes him in a letter that says, " . , . the upper 

classes of society have been induced to read, before any, 

[sic] books in which they themselves are painted by a com

parative outsider. That, in works of such a kind, unmit
igated utterances of strong feeling against the class to 

which these readers belong may lead them to throw down a 

volume in disgust; whilst the very sama feelings insert

ed edgewise so to say—half concealed beneath ambiguous 
expressions, or at any rate written as if tiiey were not 

the chief aims of the book (even though they nay be)—be
come the most attractive remarks of all*  (p. 19). Mere 

Hardy gives the appearance of speaking about rustics; in 

doing so, he is writing for the educated classes, but in 

a way to penetrate their •crusts.*  He uses a "subjective*  

system of description to penetrate the "crust*  of the char

acters .
The "subjective*  system of description that he uses 

in "A Few Crusted Characters*  is, very briefly, this; he 

has the narrators of the individual stories assign their
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own attitudes to the characters they tell about: the overly- 

innocent Curate, for exaniple, is unable to see pre-$neditation 

in the elopement of the couple in "The History of the Hard- 
cone3.ti Hr. Day, the "world-ignored" landscape painter, 

is seen to admire craftiness and boldness in wouen by the 

admiration he voices for Netty Sargent: his concept of vir
tue as “what one doesn't get caught at" is obvious when 

he says, "Virtue had its reward," after having described 

Netty’s deceit—and success--in securing the copyhold.

Although Hardy describes "crusts*  as pertaining to 

people, he also speaks of penetrating the appearances of 

events to get to reality. This concept defies easy defi

nition and is somewhat peripheral to siy main purpose in 

this thesis, but is nevertheless important to Hardy’s ex
planation of his ironic "arrangements" of outcoise, and in 

the fact that "A Few Crusted Characters*  gets around the 

problem. Bow does an author balance plot and conclusion 

between the morally-edifying "crust" of appearances and 

the "natural" issue determined by his characters’ actions? 

In the first instance the public approves but does not be
lieve; in the second it believes but does not always ap

prove, and both instances Involve complex aesthetic and 

ethical questions. Hardy says that "It must be borne in 

mind, despite the claim of realism, that the best fiction. 
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like the higheet artistic expression in other xnodes is nore 

true, so to put it# than history or nature can be*  (Read
ing, p. 117). He seeiss to refer to the author’s privilege 

of determining how his story shall end, how hia characters 

shall behave. He feels it somehow a breach of morality 

to interfere with "spontaneity*  in plot and action) ha 

wonders, for instance, how an author can avoid "charlatanry 

in writing a serial for a magazine, *hs  it advances month 

by month," Hardy says, "and the situations develop, the 

writer asks himself, ’what will his characters do next?’* 

(Reading, p. 129). The author is then caught between the 

claims of realism, or what he knows his characters would 

naturally do, and the claims of the literary conscience 

that imposes a sx>ral responsibility upon the author as a 

member of society. Hardy continues, "The dilemma then con

fronts him, ha must either whip and scourge those charac

ters into doing something contrary to their natures, to 

produce the spurious effect of their being in harmony with 

social forms and ordinances, or, by leaving them alone to 

act as they will, he must bring down the thunders of
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respectability upon hia head, not to say ruin his editor, 
12 his publisher, and himself."

There are several ways in which "A Few Crusted Char
acters" gets around this problem: first, there is the all- 

important distancing produced by the use of multiple nar
rators, meant to act as buffers for the harsher aspects 

of a situation, this was Hardy’s second experlmant with 

multi-layered narration; in 1889 he had published "A Group 

of 4»oble Dames," his one other attempt at a fraino-story, 

and was called to task by a reader in the Pall Mall Gazette 

for the grotesque details of mutilation in "Barbara of the 

House of Grebe." He replied to the critic: " ... to 

guard against the infliction of ’a hideous and hateful fan

tasy,’ as you call it, the action is thrown back into a 

second plane or middle distance, being described by a char
acter to characters, and not point-blank by author to read

er" (Millgate, p. 289). Tills distancing device of multi
ple narrators, is, of course, the ironist’s attempt to gain 

detachment enough for himself and for his reader, to por

tray a true sequence of events without being overwhelmed

^^Thomas Hardy. "Candour in Hnglish Fiction" in Thomas 
Hardy’s Personal Writings, ed. Harold Orel (Lawrence: uni-""-' 
varsity of *anaas  Frees, 1966), p. 130. Hereafter refer
red to in my text as "Candour."
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by It. If anythin^, Far^y succeeded too well in •’I Few 

Crusted Characters,* since, as I noted in the introduction 

to this thesis, the selection has been called an •affec
tionate*  and "winning*  lock at T?essex, vdien actually mur
ders, destructive hypocrisy, and an execution are describ

ed In it, as well as a forced marriage and a robbery. With 

out causing undue alarr, Hardy had r.ana^ef to steer the 

events In the direction he *elt  they would realistically 

go, given the circu.-'stanccs and the characters he had cre
ated.

That the writer does have a further obligation to the 

public, over and above the claims o*  reader credibility, 

Hardy was quick to point out. In speaking of the aesthet
ic and instructive alm of fiction, he placed the second 

above the first in 1-portance, by afmlttinc that *.  . . 

to get pleasure out of a book is a beneficial and profit
able thing . . .*  ("‘eadlng, pr>. 111-112). •[However] our 

true object," he goes on to say, "Is a lesson in life, men

tal enlargenent from elerrents essential to the narratives 

themselves and from the reflections they engender*  (Head
ing, p. 114). The relationship of form to meaning is es

pecially important here. Involving, as it does, the rela

tionship of art to morality.
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To choose a fora for one’s fiction la, necessarily, 
to exercise artifice, and Hardy does not attempt to deny 

this; he says, *The  most devoted apostle of realism, the 

sheerest naturalist, cannot escape, any nor® than the with

ered old gossip over her fire, the exercise of Art in his 
labour or pleasure of telling a tale.”^8 Since choice of 

fora is inascapatl®, an author will do well to choose an 

existing form; Hardy explains, "3ood fiction may be defin

ed here as that kind of Imaginative writing which lies near 

est to the epic, dramatic, or narrative masterpieces of 

the past. One fact is certain; in fiction there can be 

no intrinsically new tiling at this stag® of the world’s 

history" (heading, p. 144).
In utilising the literary convention of the frame- 

story, Hardy certainly was staying with a "masterpiece of 

the past," where his fora was concerned. That he was aware 

of the convention, that it was fresh in his mind. Is evi

denced by the fact, as Evelyn Hardy points out, that he 

had recently been reading Chaucer and Boccaccio (CB, p. 

24), The frame-story was no "new thing," having had its 

origin in the Orient at least a xnillenium before Hardy’s

13Thomas Hardy, "The Science of Fiction," in Thomas 
Hardy’s Personal Writings, ed. Harold Orel (Lawrencei Uni
versity o£ Kansas i?ress, 19C6), p. 134. Hereafter refer
red to in my text as "Science.*
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time and having been preserved in such well-known works 

as The Arabian. Kights, The Decawron, and The Canterbury 
«w»#*«e*eeeewe*wee  «wMew*eew*ewe — *«••*■•••  ■w*»ieweii«w<»w*weww^»  ■ leeewww ww»**w**w*w**«ewwwie*w

Tales.

His form once chosen and th® type and extent of ar
tifice decided upon, the author must then adjust ths bal
ance of aesthetic and moral effects he intends his work 

to have. Hardy seei^d fairly sure of hi a own opinions about 
this balance, but hia critics were less sure of hie suc

cess, at least where the novels wore concerned. In the 

spring of 1890 Hardy noted, "In an article on Ibaen in the 

Fortnightly the writer says that his manner is wrong. That 
the drama, like the novel, should not be for edification. 

In this I think th® writer errs. It should be so, but th® 

edified should not perceive the edification. Ibsen’s edi
fying is too obvious*  (HL, p. 294). Tndur ordinary cir

cumstances, Hardy’s own edifying was also rather obvious, 
his critics usually fuel; Cuerard sayn that when Hardy aban
doned the impulse to entertain for the Impulse to *theo-  

rize, classify, and scheratize*  his style suffered accord
ingly. "Hardy’s formal weakness," he says, "derived front 

his apparent inability to control the comings and goings 

of those divergent impulses and from his unwillingness to 

cultivate and sustain the harsher ones*  He submitted to 

first one and then another, and the spirit blew where it
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listed. Hence the radical unevenness not merely of his 

work as a whole, but of any one book*  (p. 48). *A  Few 

Crusted Characters*  overcones this wanness, and provides 

adequate support for both entertainment and edification 

because of the fra^.e-talc's characteristic form: t-ho in

dividual stories exist mainly for their entertainment value, 
the frame mainly for its instructive or philosphic value, 

and sharp contrasts in mood and approach are expected. Al
though the frame-story is not universally constructed with 

this relationship between the parts, it lends itself es
pecially well to such a relationship in "A Few Crusted Char
acters.*

The frame-story series *A  Few Crusted Characters” thus 

represents, in dramatic form, Hardy’s literary theories 

•s they stood in 1891, at the height of hla powers as a 

novelist and as an ironist. They Illustrate his ideas of 

realism in plot and character, and most of all, his ideas 

of how to get beneath the "crusts" of character and read

er alike. They illustrate the importance he attaches to 

ironic distancing whereby the reader can understand, with
out becoming over-involved in, the loss savory aspects of 

•reality*  in the storiesi they Illustrate his concept of 

the relations of fora to meaning in fiction, and of plea
sure and edification. That they also represent, in great 
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detail, the Ironist’s many perspectives, will be shown in 

Chapter II; that they represent Hardy’s final, extrenely 

remote, ironic position, will bo shown in Chapter III.



II. iaO«I2S l;4 TH3 SEPATJiTi; STORIES

This chapter exataines the way Hardy reveals differ

ent levels of reality and Illusion by his manipulation of 

ironic distance within the separate stories. In search
ing out and identifying tlie techniques by which he achieves 

his effects, I will rely on terus and descriptions from 

<*h«  Coupaas of Irony, in whioLi C. P. Muecka dascribes the 

taahniquos an ironic author will use when at tasting to 

penetrate appearances. In "A yew Crusted Charactersr* Hardy 

illustrates through the ironic effects of his fiction, the 

many ways of regarding concrete reality, establishing his 

own beliefs about and relatioualiips to the concept that 

ha finally reaohea. In his fiction he defines illusion 

by embodying it in situations, actions, and ideas tliat he 

feels his readers will recognise as being distortions of 

trutli; lie succeeds so well as a story-teller, however, that 
his ironic representations too often are taken at face value 

and not recogniaod as distortions at all. The reader ar

rives at the end of a passage wltli the vague feeling that 

he has missed somthinq, and if he goes back and looks care

fully, he can often locate an ironic twist or two that
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changes the tone of the entire passage. By searching Hardy* • 

work for the techniques that Muecke describes as belong

ing to a certain type or level of irony, it is possible 

to arrive at a clear understanding of Hardy*s  Irony and 
i 

a closer approximation of the effects he is striving for.

"Irony* ’ nay be said, very sirnply, to be the experi
ence of something gone awry in the order of things. The 

key words here are "experience," "awry," and “order." (These 

terms are nine, but the general Ideas are 'luecke’s; all 
other terms are 'hiecVes, unless otherwise specified.) Be

cause irony must be perceived in order to exist at all, 
it is not a phenoitenon, but rather an "experience." "Gone 

awry” and "order" indicate that irony is two-layered, the 

upper level having to do with an assumed correctness in 

an assun.ed system, the lower level containing sone viola

tion or contradiction of the correctness. The contradic

tion may be as simple as an accidental justapositlon of 

objects, such as two books on a shelf—tialden beeide Future 

rhock, for exai.ple--cr it may be as simple as a work of

^1 have tried to stay within tiio guidelines provid
ed by Muecke*s  torvAS ae applied to Hardy’s techniques, and 
that I have, furthermore, tried to limit my correlations 
to the plainest, roost obvious, instances of irony, attempt
ing to bear in mind Northrup Trye's admonitions against 
"irony-hunting."
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literature containing deliverate incongruities of language 
(verbal irony) or events (situational irony). "Thlle the 

first instance requires only that soceone observe the jus*  

taposttlo^, the second o^es its enistenee to an ironist 

who arranges the contradictions, and who oav, besides, be 

the only person who reco'mises the-’.
’*uecke*s  second f<»*lnition  deals with the people, in 

addition to the ironist, who ^ay be involved in irony. When 

a person is *con*1 dently*  or "arrogantlv*  unaware of a dis

crepancy’s existence, when he sees onlv the lefpr level 

of the Ironic structure and flrrly bellevos it to be genu
ine (pore ignorance or innocence will not suffice) he is 

said to be a victir o*  Irony, or the alason (Muech®, p. 

30). Tn real life this can happen wh®n sonoone olavs a 

practical joke, the ironist leading wove victim into a sit
uation whose destination is the revere® of what the vic

tim confidently oxoeets. The victim may or mav not even

tually see the discrepancy; furthermore, the ironist nay 

become his O'-m victir, 1*  a third level arerces to contra
dict the second, as when Pbsalon, in Chaucer’s •The Mil
ler’s Tale,*  applies the heated brand. Because of his con

fident assumption that he is deceiving someone, the iron
ist always runs a risk, at the same tine that he arrang

es a victimization ha places himself in the precarious
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position of potential victiu. Related to ironic vlctimi- 
eation is the target of irony, or the thing that one is 

ironic "about"—-an institution, an attitude, a custom, a 

condition—-out not a person (Muecke, op. 34-33) •
rluecke’s till rd and last group of definitions that I 

will use Involve ironic anode, the Ironist's distance from 

his own irony, his relation to it in terms of his aware

ness of its presence and ramifications, This irony mav 

exist either in life or in literature? in literature, it 

is intimately connected with point of view, the narrator's 

distance from tuid cognizance of the world and the charac

ters that he describes, especially in regard to his abil

ity to see beneath surface appearances and pretenses. In 

any ironic Mode of narration th® author presents at least 

two concurrent, continuing, and conflicting levels of re
ality, concealing at least one off those levels from some

one—either narrator, reader, or satiieon® witaln the fic
tion? in non-ironic modes, on tlie other hand, the author 

presents the am reality to narrator, reader, and other 

characters within the work of fiction. Muecke defines the 

four Modes thus? 1) Impersonal, the "most common of the 

first three modes . , , The distinguishing quality of Im

personal Mode is the absence of th*  ironist as a person? 

we have only his words, generally, though not always
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dispassionately expressed*  (p. C4), Innuendo, the rhetor
ical question, pretended doubt, ambiguity, fallacious rea

soning, internal contradiction, understatement, and over

statement are all characteristic expressions of Imperson
al Hole. If the ironist is subtla enough, and ir he aims 
at a tir.^ly and controversial target, the reader is quite 

easily victlrdsed, especially when the wor': is one of non

fiction; occasionally it happens that a whole generation 

of readers takes the Impersonal Ironist at his literal word, 
as did Swift’s contoninoraries in the caso o* Modest Pro

posal,*  The ironist in Impersonal Mode is "behind a more 

or less irpenetrabla Trask,*  and the Irony la between what 
he says and what he means, 2) In the second mode, fielf- 

disparaqing, the ironic contradiction exists between the 

ironist’s real opinion and the one he pretends to hold. 
This mode presents the Ironist as deceptively Innocent; 

that is, ho pretends to be unaware of the irony in what 
he says, but ho knows that his listeners or readers know 

he is aware, ’took humility that is meant to he penetrat
ed by all except the most arrogantly unaware victim is 

the aid of this Mode. Socrates employed Self-disparaging 

Mode in his pretense of ignorance, deceiving no one in his 

ostensible search for information except the hopelessly 

pompous, 3) Ingenu Mode, Huecke’s third type of narrative 
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dlstauca, resesables Self-Jisparaging except that the iron
ist presents hiioself aa genuinely innocent; the prototypi
cal figure in Ingcnu lioda is Mark Train’s Huch Finn. Je 

is often the victLa, but just as often# he escapes the vic- 

tifijizations planned for hint by his crafty associates, be
cause of his very lack of soplxistication. 4) fra-matizad 

Mode is the fourth and last type# differing froix. the first 

three ijodes in that the autnor here aiuply presents ironic 

situations to our sense of irony. Dataclxed fron cause and 

effect# guilt and innocence# good and evil# this ironist 

applies no labels and draws few conclusions# faels neither 

pain nor joy in tho situations he describes. The targets 

of irony here are inaonae# and tho victims include whole 

populations of mankind# even faa ironist himself# who sees 

but cannot escape the universal victimizations.

Since Hardy’s major device for uncovering realities 

in the individual stories consists in varying the narra
tors’ distances from their environmants# I will approach 

each of the three uain narrators with an eye to defining 

the bodes they use. Relying first on whatever obvious sig
nals Hardy provides to his characters’ ironic distance# 

X will then search for more subtle clues whoso existence 

is not imediately apparent. My belief is that with each 

of the three main narrators of the separate tales—
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Christopher Twlnk, the Cttrnte, an<1 the 9^4 ryroceress— 

Hardy intends to show how the world loots fmn vsrlons de
grees of de tachrent or frrerslon. Bv aesl'T'incr what Muecke 

has derined as T,^p<*roonal  and eeT*-di<ina-a' iinn ^o^en to 

Twink, Tnoenn to the cnrato, ar-*  r'rn””»tlee-’ **ode  to 
the ane**  rtrocereas, th*  reader can easllv d*t*rrlne  other 

elervtnts i-*it**in  those narratives that Far-*r  rrobrblv meant 

as ironic. fe.ronstratlno his awareness o*  and his abil
ity to deronstrate the various distances *ron  11**,  Hardy 

can sneak with authority about the one h*  finally chooses, 
Fxcent for the three narrators mentioned above, the 

other narrations are non-lrontc in node. Internal iron

ies of situation and victimization, n.s w«ll as verbal iron
ies, are nresent in all the tales, but in all but these 

few, the on-qolno, Parallel eentradletlo*?  chRract*rlstio  

of ironic Hode are missiny. Ho two adjacent tales have 

ironic nodes of narration, and the non-lronlc narratives 

that are intersnersef serve to ernnhaslze the others. Chris 

topher Twink tells **nfr*v  Hatdhel and the ^arson and Clerk 

and •.hbsent-vlnd*dness  in a Parish Choir,*  the fourth and 

alxth tales, resneetivelv, and only one other instance of 

ironic Mode of narration has gone before him—the Curate's 

•History of the Hardeomes,*  Which is th*  second tale in 

the series. Just before Twink's first tale, the registrar 
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tells "The Si^yerstitlous Han’s Story," in a straightfor
ward and a one what depressing manner. When tlxe traveller 

remarks tliat the storv was "ratlxer melancholy," Twink takes 

the remrk as justification for the rollicking type of irony 

he is aajer to apply.
In Loth his stories Twink uses a combination of Im

personal and Self-disparaging ?<odes? I will treat these 

two tales separately in sone respects and as a related pair 

in others. The greater part of Twirl:*s narration is spent 
in Inparsonal "lode, with the irony consisting merely of 

a contradiction between what he says and what he means; 
changing occasionally to Self-disparaging 2»odc, he will 

add a sudden, temporary pretense of innocence, and the con

flict then exists between what he says, what ho means, and 

what he pretends to mean. Slightly more complex than Im

personal in this addition of a third contrasting element, 

Self-disparaging 'lode is a difficult ono for an author to 

maintain for prolonged periods, and Hardv uses it with Twink 

mainly for variety and erphasis. Loth these Modes show 

an ironist in close contact with his subjects, and at an 

intermediate distance between the detacliKient of Dramatized 

Mode and the victimized i romers ion of Ingenu Mode.
Hardy packs the first paragraph of "Andrey Satchel 

and the Parson and Clerk" with indications of the ironic
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distance, point of view, an.-! charactnr of the narrator. 
The first innortant clue to Twlnk’g character and ironic 

Fode lies in Carly’s choice of nare for hi.*..*  "Twink*  gu$~ 

pe.it.i the "spark o*  live line-3 a*  (LLT, p. 219) in
the eye, and is also very close to "twit**  which hints at 

a tendency to hunnuro’.is ieccntion. Mso, although the pun 

is very kroaf, M*)r*v  almost probably r-oant the occupation 

of •naster-thitrher" to indicate Twink*a  propensity for 

"topping*  anyone nlse’s story ("storey"), as well as to 

place hl’--' in an occupation suitable for seeing wide stretch*  

es of the landscape, and for being habitually at the top- 
Kfost level o*  any situation. Hardy repeats this placement 

of Twink by the position he takes in the van, in relation 

to the other passengers/ ho sits "In front o*  the van" (whlcSi 
cones to represent life or the journey o*  life), and not 

merely on it, since his feet are outside. Obviously, the 

raster-thatcher does not relish being borne passively along 

in the vehicle, and Is ready to discount, if necessary, and 

stand on hts O'^n two feet. His alertness is also signi
ficant, his attention^ having been directed "a long way 

ahead," and "mainly upon small objects" during the jour
ney thus far (til, p. 219). Hardy thus enphasixes that 

Twink is keenly awaro of what lies ahead of, beneath, and 

around him. Certain enough of his grasp of reality that
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he can afford to scramble it for others, he indulges in 

a bit of hanrless falsifying, for the shear fnn of It.

The fun be-jins x;sen "wink asks (’’schooling himself 

to a tone of actuality,* Hardy says), "’You don*t  know. 
Hr. Lackland, I ■suppcse, what a run strut that wns between 

hndrey Satchel and Tane Valient and the pa’son nn’ clerk 

o’ Scriwpton? . . . Theirs was a queerer experience of a 

pa’son and clerk than some folks get, and rav cheer ’ee 

up a little after this dampness that’s been flung over yer 

soul.’" Having thus begun in Impersonal Yo^e, Twink in
troduces elements o*  ^el^-dlsnaraolng ^ofo in his next re- 

marki "’TTiough as it has more to do with the pa’son and 

clerk than with hndrey himself. It ou^ht to be told by a 
tetter churchman than I’” (LLT, p. 220).

Twink speaks the T’os9ex dialect and therefore quali
fies as one of Hardy’s rustics, whom critics usually cred

it with insight lacking in the rx're sop’llstic»ted charac

ters. Simply, often cructn'ly phrased, th'*  rusticsf conrrents 
nexrertholoss go straight to the heart o*  a matter, with a

2Twink’s bantering tone, applied to his subjects of 
religion and marriage, as an exarTpIe of *styllstically-  
signallad irony," which -iuecke defines as being "any di
vergence . , . from the stylistic level appropriate to the 
ironist’s subject or his ostensible meaning . . . (p. 760, 
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wry and typically tlardyesqua trutafulaeas. In a blend of 

the Hardy rustic's candour and Twink’s own special irony, 
the narration includes botli situational and verbal irony; 

one typo of the latter is characteristic of Impersonal Mode 
3 and is known as verbal purification by irony.'* In thia 

uatliod of defining a word by demonstrating waat it is not. 

Hard/ has 1'wink clarify tlia moaning of marc/0 by making 

a target of its absence: t.ie Parson ana Clerk in the story 

are eager to join a fox hunt that is bouinning near the 

village, but they will not directlv admit tiieir interost 

in tills un-priostl/ activity. Instead, they pretend to 

be concerned auout tlie comfort of the horses, which will 

ba stabled for weeks during the coining winter. Having sad*  

died tlie mounts and ridden off in different directions— 

supposedly wltli tae coj.«paaslonatu purpose of exercising 

the animals—tho .arson and Clerk soon meat in tlie chase. 

Riding aide by aide at a gallop, taav resur® t-ie conver
sation about tlieir kindness in exercising the horses;

"A merciful aaa is merciful to his beast," says 
tile pa*son.  "Loe, hee!" savs the clerk, glanc
ing sly into the pa*son*a  eye. "**a,  hal" says 
the pa'son. . . lie seas the fox break cover .
e . (bill, p. 226)

Glenn W. Hatfield, Henry Fieldln<[ and the Language 
of Irony (Chicago 6 London: ihe University of Chicago Press, 
rffeSTTp. 217.
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Twlnk later dascrlhes the horses*  exhaustion after the hunti

Neither the pa*son  nor the clerk kno^ad how they 
were 'join? to [fj„t lior^J, for thoir b^sts were 
wall-nlg-h tired down to the ground • . . (LLI, 
p. 22f)

The unfortunate fox also cones in for his share of the clerics*  

brand of compassion; Twink continues:

ft la at, 1st? in thr» day, the hunting cam 
to an and Ly tie fox runnia; into a' old wo-iaa*j  
cnttF.'je, tin Inr he table, an^ uy th**  clock-casc.

pa’aoii and dark ware aaoa; tue first in 
at the leath, their faces a’staring in at the 
old woman’s windsr, and the clock striking as 
h^’d never L^on hear! to striV before (LET, 
p. 226).

without a break in the playful tone o*  t1'^ narrative, Hardy 

has accot'plighed an altogether serious purpose in showing 
misapplication and nisunderstandina of *r-»rc«,/" an,’ rak

ing targets n* ’ cmelty and hypocrisy.

Characteristic of Twlnk•’i ironislng l.n that it abounds 
in targets an? in victlr-s of the targets. The only gen
uine victimizations in Twlnk*a  irony are within hia

.his anocdote of the huatod fox’s hiding in a clock 
is another instance o*  Hardy’s Ironic use in literature 
of events fron life. In a July 1306 entry in Jarly Lifa 
he noted: “Lord Portsmouth made his shipper-in 'te 11 t'mna 
the story of the hunted fox that ran up the old woman’s 
clock-case, adding corroborative words with much gravity 
as the story procaedud ...” (p. 223).
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narratives? although he aaeka the humourous victimisation 

of his fellow-passengers, insofar as they will believe hia 

fabrications, he c’oes not succaef in victimizing th^m. The 

carrier’s whisp^r^C warning to LacklanJ that Christopher’s 

stories '/ill hear pninlnq*  (LLI, p, 221) indicates that 
e

Ti/ink has found victims thersabouts in the pest. The pas- 

sengsrs never-the-less Insist that he tell the story of 

Andrey Satchel, evidence that his vlctirizatlons have not 

causal an excess o*  grief or disillnsion-’ont among the com
pany. hardy indicates that Twink’s present listeners are 

too wary to become victims of his irony, an4 that Twlnk 

does not co out o**  his way to virtlrtze the •. Even the 

victims mlthln the tales CVink narrates are vlctl^s not 

of his irenizing, but rather, of the targets of his irony. 
That is to say, Twink’s stories wako targets of first, the 

social attitudes toward "rcspectahility*  in ths relations 

between the sexes, and second, of the inafflcic/ of the 

local clerj-y, and its perp atuatlon of the co'-runity ’s

5 Xn 1834, the year Life * s Littla Ironies publish
ed, Hardy wrote a poem in wSich the Tocal prankster. Kit 
(Christopher) Twlnk, tolls a wouun of her uusband’s uaath. 

The woman knows Twink’s nature so well that at first she 
does not relieve hlu, even on so SGriouu u natter as death. 
She says, •—’Ha, ha—go awayJ ’Tla a tale, methink,/ Thou 
joker Kit! laughed sho./I’vo Ziuoum tl'^a ^.any a your, Kit 
Twlnk,And ever hast thou fooled me!’* (From Collected Poems 
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di8tortod values. Andrey Satchel and Jane Vallena are shown 

to be the victi’os of both targets: tlie bride-to-be is far 

advanced ir. pregnancy, and the Parson, while co'menting 

syT pathetically on her condition, solf-ri jl.taoasly refuses 

to marry the couple while the ,rco. is tipsy. *ho  bride 

tearfully explains that if 'uidrc-y doesn’t co'.io drunk to 1 
the altar, then ’’’he won’t col>o at all”’ (LLI, p. 222); 
and her plea neither surprises the Parson nor roves him 

to chanje his decision, t’hough fully av.are of the qrooVs 

lack of fcelin; for her, Jane nevertheless subscribes to 

the opinion that any ..nrriage is better than none, and she 

happily anticipates the cerorony’s trans forcing pov»er to 

"make her one with Andrey for the rest o’" her life," as 

Twink wryly phrases it (LLI, p. 221). Anxious to avoid 

hatful cor.nunity gossip—the prs-narital prcqnancv is tol
erated so long as a wedding precedes the actual birth— 

she looks "culm and si iling" once the marriage is perforat
ed (ALT, p. 229). Because of the prid^nanc/, Andrey and 

Jane become the victims of secular and religious custom.

Even toward his targets, however, Twink exhibits a 

measure of leniency, tatting a tolerant and abused view of 

sin behind the pulpit as well as sin in the congregation. 

He closes his first narrative with a remark, in fact, that 
injects an ambiguity concerning his own unoral and social 
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allegiances. Having shown the discrepancies in attitudes 

toward narriaga, religious guidance, and *decency," dis

crepancies that dourly i. ply the enforced curerony to be 

a ihistahe unworthy o£ enlightened people, dwinh ends the 

story villi the Lua.^pucted observation that ’Lis true 

she saved l.u-r na’.iQ11* (LLI, p. 233). '?liu e^fuct of this 

romarTt is one o*  skillfully-:/an3<?ed arbiguity, and whether 

it is ^/inlc’s irony at the passengurs’ expense, or Lardy*a  

irony at "hzink’s e:rpcn3e, is i /possible to deter.td.ne. In 

either case, and because of elcuwnt of doubt, this ironic 

surprise is certainly at tl.o reader’s expense. The enter
tainment value of the entire narrative is high, all the 

tore since the reader is not ackad to weight and measure 

i-oral issues of tlx© -di 3 cru panci as batwean the "sinners*  ** 
actions and the standards of their church or coraaunity.

The sa.-«c tone o' tolerance and ha*  our characterises 

TwinVs other story (the sixtlx in tnc series) "^Lsent-Ziindadneas 
in a Parish Choir." Tho T7e.33ex player;, or local »-uira, 
appear frequently in Hardy’s poe./s, noveli, and stories? 

this tale relates the blunder that occasioned their dis
missal as ttia Longpuddle church musicians. Exhausted from 

playing for Christmas festivities in Wessex hoaxes, the play

ers fall asleep after drinking hot beor-and-whiskey to keep 
warm in the icy church. The church is dark and the
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minister's sermon lasts till nig'xtfall; wakened suddenly by 

the minister's ordar to ba jin playing, the Choir think them

selves flit a Christ-.aj danou and beyin a laity rendition 

of “The ?c;il a cn;, the Caylors.” Twin!, introduc-s the 

story vitlx a fr-rn of verbal irony l.no’ n a*»  ”bla.J.n<j in order 

to praise'*  (’X ch-, p. 67), ./han he says, **'  . terrible scrape 

'twas, too -wann't it, John? I shall nev-r forgot it— 

never! Chsy Icat their character as officers of the church 

as co. plito us i1* they*  2 ne^or hsl any character at all' 

. . . Hie rastor-thatcher attontiwly rar’ar’ed past tLr-es 
as if they lay about a rile off, and went on . . .” (LLI, 

pp. 232-233), the sai o target appears in this story as 

in Twlnk's *irst  story: a mild and wholly co^prJi-insiLle 

hypocrisy that nprin^n fro*  i man's iupcrf^ct uadi.rstan5ing 

of tiie natjre of evil. Twin*:  duscribes the all-too-frequent 

tendency to vent to appear better fian we are, an'1 at sone- 

one else's axpense, when he repeats the Sqaire's den’inci- 

ation oe the players; ” he wa3 a ”1 chediuh man, the

squire was, thoujh now for once he happen®J to be on the 

Lord's aide . . .'not if the Angols of Heaven come down,*  

he says, 'shall ona of you villainous players evor sound 

a note in thia church again; for the insult to me, and my 

family, and my visitors, and the parson, and God Almighty 

[not least among Hardy's ironies here is the squire's list
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of priorities] that ynu’w*  a-nem»trat*-1  this R*ternoon1 ,e 

(LLI, pp. ??^-235) . 'Wink exonerates the clerrT", this time# 

hv ar'^ittlnrr, * . . . Thf*  n^’^on rtnht h»”»p ,pi,i

, . . Ku**  the s^vlr' •Tn",!'*  "n*'.  Th* ’* he **nt
*nr n hit-’"'11-o’1-**'**'  t^a*  t^nln'i” ’V'M nsnlm

t*an ae, io oxi'-t nirticulnr t**at,  hrr^'/ev sln^nl vnu 
was# ’’on co”!'*  pin**  r>nthi’’'T *'n*  *'sal w t'innn whateo,n*ver.

Fn hal r ’"*'sno^*.ahln  tn tnm tx* **inrh,  an*  the

oH nla’^rs nl* ”®1 no ^ore*  (T.T-T, n. 23<) . Roa^n, TV Ink 

has alne*  his ironies a*  social anfl '"•ll'rfrnm attitudes. 
Fn shows that cnll^ctl’nvlv, peonl’s m1*s  that

they can*'ot  annly ns inlivi^Jtalsi th*  *lw  li*e  not in the 

people, hut in t* 1* •Ifnerenancv Hntwosn rnllo*tiv*  aspira

tion an'’ inllvt^nnl nnpl lent ion, th*r***r*.  ’’"his ^tscrep- 
anew is 'brink’s *nr**t,  ant? hie cbarnet** ,s, th*  victims 
n*  the tarn**.

Tirlnk’s tnlo**ano*  an* 4 •^Of’erntlnn hie soh^eot,
tvpleal o*  the T-^nemenal “o^n, ar* 6 a**n**nani.*» 4 hv other 

characteristics o*  *his  **o' 4e. **n*r't*  nemos, in altfttion 

to the levice o*  *b1evlny  in or^er to praise*  recently men- 
tionel, th*  relate<*  ironies o*  "prMstno in nr4*r  to blame,*  

and •inappropriate or Irrelevant praise*  as belonging to 

Impersonal mode (pp. 67-69). Fardy combines all three of 

these devices In Tvink’s narration, as, for example, when
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Fa*son  Toogood expressas ra&orse at having n^glactad the 

engaged coaple locked in the churcht" *'Jhy  the hall didn’t 

I t.arry ’e^., drunk or souer! ’ (ia'sc.u u»od to cuss in them 

days like plain honest auan) " (LLI, p. 227). Innuendo and 

irony Ly analogy also indicate luparsonal *od^,  and sev
eral instances oC tJicsc two devices occur in iwlnk’s two 

stories. An exat-plc of innuendo is in ziis doscrintion of 

Jane /aliens1 adva^iceJ pregnancy, w.iic*i  he refers to as 

•‘uodlly circumstances oxin; to that youzi^ man [/ndrey]" 

who.1 sha is about to marry (LLI, p. 223). Two exarmles 

of irony by analog have to do with the cciiblnatlon of re

ligion and !carrla-,e, and wita the "tranneu animal” ir.ace 

that Hardy so often employs in connection witli a passage 

on marria,© or religion. ".Then Pa*son  loogool refuses to 

marry the couple a^id tells Jmdrey to ’’Co dor. 3 and get sober! 

Twink says the Fa’son "slapped the book to*4fct ’ier like a 

rat-trap" (LLI, p. 222). r.faen the cd arc .-to ;cr door is 

finally opened, -.‘wink says, " . . . i u edlatcly poor Jane 

and Andrey busted out like starved mice from a cupboard" 
(LLI, p. 228).

Alternating with his use of Impersonal Mode, Twink 

utilizes Self-disparaging ikide occasionally, as in his re
mark, * . . . a better churchman than I" (LLI, p. 220). 
Muecka admits, "It is often difficult and not always
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profitable to IrT.-*  a linn b**t*»oen  Tr^nersonal anf «elf- 

^igparnfrln-^ . . .*  (o. 97) , but aora fairly clnar Instances 

of eel* ”fl5"»F>,»*3' ’5n^ r?an b*>  cito4 In narratives
^or f b',< *r A" ^nncars to
K|T» fl*!  ^,f«.T4 3rc^,.^4-^ ♦-^ ^rb"*  **>  b1*1 t*'*'  revest**

in-7 of ^earniv • . . , the ^lan ’■••’r? that a'*  noon ns they 

vnre thn^ ',nu',f ont a hnll^vr . . . ,***11,  sone

folks nntlr^f *ha*  vsl’-*f  */lth  rather va^hlln^ steps
to cbnrnh ♦•hat "-^r^l"-**  . . .*  (1”,.T, r>, ?21). 7*hn  in^ll- 

cation h,r*w  in that v*n  '*r*i ,Rb an*  t^at ’Tfink haf

wltnesnef the stroll to chu*ch,  bu*  that ha wish
en to nrotoc* ’ hn',re”,s refutation. rihr' Ironist thus is 

able to nake an ac-msatlon wltho”t br>lnr' liable for the 

connoryionons of hie ■'ccusation? he Is al-n able tn hint 

that ha Is too no lent tf tell all th’t ho ’^he In-
vulner.* 1'!!!^orh hunllit^ of this *,o-*e  a-nnln annear 

in TvinVs *1  ncl**t* “**r  of hnrr-*ln-7  vfie^h*"*  t^s orfonant bride 

wi3 hanTt*  to he wnrr*rln<*  at Innf: * . . . •f’ns tTlth a joy
ful countenance (thnv sn**)  that she, vlth hn*r-'v  an-’ his 

brother an*  sister-in-law, marched of*  to chur*'h  . . .*  

(LT,T, n. 221). "his change o* sorvea to a'” variety 

to TwinVs narrative, as a raomentarv departure from what 
ntyht otherwise eoeo too consistent a style.
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In asalgnins Inpersonal and 5olf~dispar&glnj :lodes 

to "rustic" CUrlstoDacr Twink, Lardy has taken the read

er clwso enough to 11*u  to see its conflictin? luvels clear*  

ly, yet has kept the reader far enough anait Cron the con
flict to ro.-ain o^joctivu. ./itaout gettin., involved in 

life’3 JilcLjuac to tlic cKt«nt o£ riikin^ victimization by 

then., *win>;  represents a i.oderate anu sv:ipathatic close

ness to huT^anlty. .io-To makes a '.jeneralisation that cer

tainly stands in the case of Christopher dwink and his nar
ratives: "Wessex provides uardv with a tentative or usa
ble nostalgia, but he saldou approaches It without a com
plicating irony. . . our criticism savs little about the 

rances of voice tiat Lardy’s irony can accon«iodatG. Lardy’s 

irony is allu and affectionate, and what allows nil- to main

tain it toward the very world eliciting hla nostalgia is 

that this world li utterly his own” (pp. 45-4G). Jhe “ranges 

of voice" In »wink’s ironias arise fro*  his u^tachuunt from 

life; that his irony is "rdLld and affectionate" is due to 

his involvement in It. This balance between the two ex

tremes Is the view of reality that Lardy gives us through 

Twink’s narrative ‘'ode.

Lardy describes an entirely different reality through 

the Curate’s Ingenu 'lode, in showing life as it appears 

to the ironic victim's myopic point of view. Hardy first
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establishes the Curate*s  lirltel reliability, then proceeds 

to have hl .> narrate a story consistent with Victorian mores, 

in storotypcd ’’clerical’’ la.i-.;da;c — n.’Lo alTtor/ o*  the llard- 
co.-os.* ’ If thu 1 issus L'.e fact th iL t :3 Curate is

not a rellrh 13 narrutur, then thj 3t*/r, T cc- s *l^t,  taa 

narration pointla^^, for hart v^rh^l irony is al.'.ont en
tirely isoin j, a,-' situational Ivor r trit„> ar 1 pr.tCLcta- 
Lle.

; ar-Iy •’!*  33 f o ain clias to the Curate’s unrelia

bility as a narrator; th a fir^t in throur-h a rhetorical 
device oontuineithin the te::t o'*  T'o 1 Crunt®^ Char
acters," the s'-cond, by a sy-Lol that is fairly obvious 

but that neo la support ?ron another worl of the author’s, 
loth clxcs are objective, ccvins fro inr^r .-atin’i contain

ed within the fra.,e. The earliest 'jli^-s-- o'*  th» Curate 

co..’es just nft'r the carrier assorts, ” he ou ;ht to

be punctual . . . ’ o*'  he’s not hara; anl a serious old church 

minister ha oui’it to ba ns good as hi* ’ ror *"  (LLT, p. 130), 

To c-^hasizc a character’s responalti]ity for truthfulness 

rather than his renutation for it raises scepticism in a 

reader, and this cleric hai failed to ke^p hL°i word to be 

on tine. Significantly, he is almost lsrt behind when the 

van departs punctually, '.fhen he does arrive. Hardy describ
es his appearance In terns of the sun’s rays reflected from 
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his spectacles and thus provides a thurlmail sketch of 

a near-sighted late-co. er of whor clear vision and lead
ership arc navert..?!^^3 expected, -hat f.j 11 ^ht is de- 

scriLud as reflected fro.*. ’, rather than as penetrating the 

cyejlasaes 1j also ai-aificant; this al.' to faulty vision 

obscures rather Lian clarifies.

Ihu reader .ust iLT.^diately recoyi*lze  t'uit the derate 

blindly ignores or cannot sea the faults and waywardness 

of his parls’iiouurs, and that he therefore has little chance 

of helping ther cverco*.c  thoir problu. ; otherwise, the 

story loses lost of its ironic ir.prct. davorthalesa, iron
ies of situation and of outlook exist in the story, even 

without the presence of an Ironic Mode of narration, and 

might L-iclead a casual reader into third.inc that no larger 

Ironic cast exists. ..be Curate’s plot vur/ briefly, is

dlym Yeobric.it, in bardy’s uaturn of t-ie native, also 
wears thick spectacles. Like the. durala, div., aac’dTCfi- 
culty acctiptiny any but tixe wost iuwalisuLa viuws of huuan 
behavior, dean d. Erooks considers t’ »*  ornctaclos a sym
bol of Clyu'ti lack of inaig.it. dlw says, 'vlyu's troub
les spring fror. his failure to resoect ths laws of physi
cal reality, dis blindness is boc-i a aucoral consesiuenca 
of iernorinq physical strain on his eyes, a simplification 
of tire modtirn complexity of Ufa vuica denies aiiu ’ any »<ore 
perfect insight into the conditions of existence,* and a 
complex poetic symbol of tae figurative bliudLiess • • .r 
From Thomas hardy: The Poetic Structuru (Ithaca, New York*  
Coraall university paperbacks, 1271), pp. IGu-lGu.
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fhl-ai the Hert’eo-e cn’isins, «n4’ ‘'t'r/o, are both en-

to h« the hnn’M announce'* , how-

o'ye'-, t',n”’ ''or-n « nn*)  orc* ’ o*  ^i''h g’t'*.''the  arts when

they '‘•r-'honor*  tn the n,'tt'”~i q* n '’nnoo nt ’"ony

'’’ytnn*  'i*ir* ,.r. '"hry ^^rr-/ th T->3?-tn'T'i o*  this sqo-
on’ o’l^tc' o* 1 *’-,a -inrrin”*1- *or  t'ro years,

x/hen z'li*'^'  an’’ -yo *" lT. 3 ' tin-1 ■aro’Tn nt gea#

leavlnrr a ■'n-t a wl^cr^r. ’•Tlthin n v^nr an*  a half,

thin hnTnav**  rn'inTn "'rr7, an’ thr.-» nt l''inK on" n*  the 

oriTinal onna^on^nti tn

*"wan vfl^hnnt th<» pr^ennc? o*  an Irnntr*  o*  nar

ration, th7* i’-nnlnn ara nor^rnm In the 3t''rr, ainiclnl- 

l'f in th'1 ^'‘nnc'-llhn n nt tom o*  the nlot. nirhar’ Caroen- 

tn* ,,i co-ni^at on ’Tai‘,v*n  wnsrit fi"-» o*  nttuatinnal irony
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7 can be aptly applied to the Curate* • story? Carpenter says 

that Hardy levels " . . . strong focus on the ironic nexus, 

the point at which Chance (conceived as Fate) and time cross, 

the ’convergence of the twain’ in the broadest sense. . . No 

writer in English . . . was more keenly aware of the funda

mental, metaphysical irony of such convergences*  (p. 177). 

Such ironic outlook is present in the Curate’s quiet evalua

tion of the couple’s drowning, when he muses that, "It had 

been their destiny to die thus. The two halves, intended 

by Nature to make the perfect whole, had failed in that 

result during their lives . . .*  (LLI, pp. 214-215).

^Roy Morrell notices, as did Carpenter, the patterns 
of convergence and divergence in Hardy’s situations, but 
Morrell stresses the "choice" and "re-choice*  suggested by 
the patterns, asserting that Hardy shows his characters’ 
refusal to treat life as anything other than a game, and 
that he "concentrates • • • upon the one area of blame 
(after having recognised man's essential goodness]? man’s 
lac*  of will, his taking life too easily, his imagining 
that it is the kind of trivial game where the players can 
afford to ’act like puppets,’ to be 'so contemptibly un
aware’* (p.166). Morrell also discusses this "refusal to 
act*  in a passage from Desperate Remedies in which the "en
croachment of nature*  battles""€he”h’uroan “will♦ The heroine 
is debating inwardly, he sayst *’Should she withdraw her 
hand? No, she could not withdraw it now? it was too late, 
the act would not imply refusal. She felt as one in a boat 
without oars, drifting with closed eyes down a river—she 
knew not whither’" (p. 102).
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When the view of an unreliable narrator, such as the 

Curate, is superiiaposed on the story, the irony increas

es, but reverses direction. Rather than shewing chance, 

time, destiny, and nature as the controlling forces, the 

tale show the results of human decisions made carelessly 

or in haste and blamed on fate. My own opinion is that 

Hardy meant to emphasise man’s ability to choosei the couples 

in the story eventually realise that their first exchange 

was made in the excitement of a dance, and that "people 

get quite craxy in a dance, scsaetimes*  (LLI, p. 209).

Although they admit their part in this first instance 

of neglected responsibility, the couples do not seem to 

recognise a similar situation when Steve and Olive drift 

out to sea in a canoet the Curate relates how "’The Heed

less pair afloat now formed a mere speck in the films of 

the coming night, which thickened apace, till it complete

ly swallowed up their distant shapes. They had disappear

ed While still following the same straight course awar from 

the world of land-livers, as if they were intending to drop 

over the sea-edge into space, and never return to earth 

again**  (XXX, p. 211).

Hardy thus shows (and even the Curate realises, to 

an extent, the element of choice—he calls the couple a 

■heedless*  pair) that careless, arbitrary choices are
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eometimes made, and sometimes no choice at all is made, 

and the characters then drift. What is called fate or des

tiny is therefore usually wrong choice or refusal to act. 

When the Curate refers to the marriages and deaths as •des

tiny*  planned by "Kature*  or as foiling "Nature's plan,*  

he is filling his Ingenu role of being unaware of the true 

nature of reality, and of being a victim among other vic

tims.

Once the Curate’s Mode is established accurately, the 

tale assumes a more solid artistic merit. For example, 

the couple left on the shore during their mates’ canoe ride 

make (according to the Curate) utterly inane oore»nts about 

the attractiveness of the couple rowing the canoe. They 

continue watching and saying such unbelievable things as 

*• ’Tie a pity we should have parted ’em, •• (LLI, p, 209), 

If the Curate is taken as reliable, the plot is ordinary 

and the dialogue insipid, with the reader seeing the coup

le on the shore as victims of the most obvious self-deception 

The irony then is too shallow to elicit much response, one 

way or the other. However, when the Curate’s Mode is rec

ognised, several pathetic victimisations become apparent. 

First, the Curate deceives himself about the motives and 

desires of his parishioners. Second, his corrosive poety 

blinds him to the real needs of humans who make stupid
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choices and then need help in understanding and changing-- 

help vhidi he cannot give because he cannot see the need 

for it*

Sunmarising the Curate's story in tense of literary 

value, I will have to say that the tale takes on depth only 

if the Ingenu Mode is clearly understood to be operative. 

If Hardy meant to show reality as it appears to the vic

tim of irony or of appearances, then he succeeded so well 

that the reader narrowly escapes victimisation along with 

the Curate and his unfortunate parishioners. Hardy cer

tainly demonstrates an understanding of the victim's view

point, representing it so faithfully as to occlude real

ity almost entirely. As Twink's stance was alongside re

ality and contradictions, so the Curate's is beneath re

ality and ironic discrepancies.

The last ironic Mode I will treat in the separate tales 

projects its narrator far above the contraries and infu

sions of existence. The aged groceress tells her story, 

■The winters and the Palmleys," in a Dramatised Mode whose 

remote stance reduces all human activity to its simplest 

patterns, Muecke describes Dramatised Mode as belonging 

to the cosmic ironist, and Hardy's delineation of thio nar

rator's character relegates her to such a category. Hardy's 

first clue is the symbolic placement in the empty vani *At  
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twenty ninutee to four an elderly woman places her basket 

upon the shafts, slowly mounts, takes up a seat Inside, 

and folds her hands and her lips. She has secured her cor

ner for the journey, though there is as yet no sign of a 

horse being put in, nor off a carrier*  (LLX, p. 189), The 

fact that she has no other title than Hardy’s description 

of "aged groceress,*  that she occupies the van before guide, 

driver, or power for the journey arrives, that she io silent 

and still, suggest further her cosmic dimensions. She is 

the only passenger who recognises Lackland, the stranger, 

and she bases her recognition on her memory of hie father, 

gone from Wessex for thirty-five years. After greeting 

Lackland she falls silent, remaining quiet thereafter until 

he asks about his old acquaintance, Mrs, Winter. "Nobody 

in the van seemed to recollect the name*  (LLX, p. 236), 

Hardy writes; at this point the groceress speaks, "’I can 

recollect Mrs. Winter very well, if nobody else can1* (LLX, 

p, 236), Her next two remarks hint at witchcraft, she first 

denies having much knowledge of the causes of Mrs, Winter’s 

woe, saying merely, **Xt  had to do with a son of hers, X 

think X once was told. But X was too young to know par

ticulars1" (LLX, p, 236), Then she suddenly begins remem

bering, axxd not just the bare outline of the story, but 

the minute, particular details she has denied knowing at
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all. In detcrlbing har act of meroory. Hardy uses a sig

nificant figure of epeedi suggesting superhuman poversi 

"The grooeress sighed as she conjured up a vision of days 

long past*  •Yes,*  she munimred, *it  had all to do with 

a son**  (LLI, p. 236), She seems to be receiving her in- 

fornation through a magical source, on the spot) even her 

diction that should by rights be the Wessex dialect, is 

correct, polished, and poetic, **To  go back to the begin

ning—if one nust • • she introduces her story.

One of the characteristics of Dramatised Mode is that 

it presents situations clearly enough that the reader can 

see then as indisputedly ironic; in this Mode the narra

tor should never have to point out the ironies, and Hardy*s  

technique here is flawless. In language so icily objec

tive that the entire tale seems to be viewed from a great 

height, the grooeress in the first four short paragraphs 

tells of two marriages, two deaths, a bankruptcy and an 

inadvertent murder. The description of this last event 

reads like a medical report; the grooeress says, "’Well, 

in some way or other—how, it was never exactly known— 

the thriving wcsnan, Mrs, Winter, sent the little boy with 

a message to the next village one Deoeriber day, mudx against 

his will. It was getting dark, and the child prayed to 

bo allowed not to go, because he would be afraid coming
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host*.  But the Rletrees ineieted, core out of thoughtlese- 

neee than ourelty, and the child went. On his way back 

he had to pass through Yalbury Wood, and something came 

out front behind a tree and frightened him into fits. The 

child was quite ruined by it; he became quite a drivelling 

idiot, mstd soon afterward died” (LLI, pp. 238-239), This 

utter lack of enotion persists throughout the grocaress*  

story, as, for example, in her explanation of the lovers1 

bone of contention—Jack's poor penmanship, "'Jack win

ter's performances in the shape of love-letters quite jar

red her (Harriett's) city nerves and her finer taste, and 

when she answered one of them, in the lovely running hand 

that she took such pride in, she very strictly and lofti

ly bade him to practise with a pen and spelling-book if 

he wished to please her. , , He ventured to tell her in 

his clumsy way that if her heart were more warm towards 

him she would not be so nice about his handwriting and spell

ing; vhldti indeed was true enough'*  (LLI, p, 239). This 

warped set of values is merely stated; the reader is left 

to reflect on it for himself. The groceress gives so few 

clues as to how the reader should feel about the charac

ters, that one finds himself assuming the same strange ob

jectivity as the narrator. The reader notes, for example, 

as from a distance, that although Jack is rejected for hie 
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handwriting, and eeema to be suffering greatly from the 

selfish young woman’s narrow cruelties, he learns nothing 

that improves his own values*  "’Jaok was much affronted 

at this, and determined to go for the letters himself*  He 

chose a time When he knew she was at home, and knocked and 

went in without much ceremony) for though Harriet was so 

high and mighty, Jack had small respect for her aunt, Mrs*  

Palmley, whose little child had been his boot-cleaner in 

earlier days**  (XXI, p. 241)*  Stung by Harriett’s assump

tion of superiority in education and training, angry with 

her snobbishness. Jack yet exhibits the same condescension 

to her aunt. He is hurt by Harriett’s rejection of him, 

but hie behavior towards others is equally cruel*

The Groceress*  almost photographic descriptions are 

Characteristic of Dramatised Mode, and her self-assurance 

is such that her reliability in unquestionable) not least 

of Hardy*s  credibility devices here is his hint that the 

groceress receives her Information through supernatural 

means*  Xn a passage remarkable for its visual imagery, 

she says, •’At the dead of night he came out of his mother's 

house by the back door, and creeping through the garden 

hedge went along the field adjoining till he reached the 

back of her aunt's dwelling. The moon struck bright and 

flat upon the walls, *twas  said, and every shiny leaf of 
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the creepers was like a little looking-glass in the rays 

• . «**  (LLI, p. 244). The groceress continues with a de

scription of the cart that brought Jack's body home, and 

in this passage the auditory imagery is exceptionally im

mediate» "'All the parish waited at their cottage doores 

in the evening for its arrivalt X remember how, as a very 

little girl, I stood by ray mother's side. About eight o'clock, 

as we hearkened on our door-stones in the cold bright star

light, we could hear the faint crackle of a waggon from 

the direction of the turn-pike road. The noise was lost 

as the waggon dropped Into a hollow, then it was plain again 

as it lumbered down the next long Incline, and presently 

it entered Longpuddle'" (pp. 245-246). Hardy evokes images 

so clearly here that the reader has the impression of see

ing and of hearing along with the narrator< the narrator 

herself speaks "not as one trtio resumabers, but rather as 
one Who sees.* 9 This is Dramatised Mode at its best.

At the remote distance assumed by the groceress, the 

perspective is different from that of the other Modes in 

regard to the targets and victims off irony. Everyone in 

the tale is a victim in at least one sense, in that for 

all the plotting, planning, and execution of successful

8 Collected Poems of Theanas Hardy (Sew Yorki The Mac- 
millan"5o^any7 X5T2T,”p.”m;----------
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revenge, everyone lose*  what he really wanted, Mrs. Win

ter and tore. »al®ley both lose husbands and sonsy Harriett 

Palaley and her husband are rejected by the neighbors, and 

Jack Winter dies for a crime he did not coemit intention

ally. (That is, he took a box containing love letters, 

end having burned them, was apprehended by the constable. 

The box, which was still in his possession, contained sev

eral gold coins, though he had not been aware of their pres

ence. For the theft of the gold he was hanged.) Religion, 

justice, marriage, class distinctions—all come in as tar

gets of irony. Furthermore, the reader is left asking hl®- 

n°t whether the social and religious values are mis

placed, but whether they have any basis for existence at 

all. Hardy has succeeded in placing the groceress and the 

reader far enough above life's ironies that the contrasts 

and contradictions emerge quite clearly, and appear quite 

small, as small as the humans who struggle atsong them.

although the entertainment value of this story is high, 

and its fora, meaning, and impact coordinated to an excep

tional degree, the story's main contribution to "A Few Crust 

ed Characters*  lies in its depiction of an unemotional. 

Impartial, and passive fate who merely stands back, watch

es, and ®akes no comments unless pressed to do so, and whose 

Ironic distance le so great as to make her omniscient.
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Hardy demonstrates, in the individual tales, that he 

is familiar with many levels of reality, with many degrees 

of awareness*  Furthermore, he Involves the reader In his 

demonstrations. By the use of different Modes of narra

tors he Is able to assume four different and quite impor

tant distances from the ironic conflicts of life. This 

Ironic Mode exerts a constant, consistent Influence on the 

types and degrees of irony that emerge in each of the four 

main narrations. Twlnk's Impersonal Mode gives a view of 

an ironist who not only perceives but also controls many 

of life's inconsistencies—controls them in the sense that 

he exercises a mild and humorous deceit toward his fellow 

man. Furthermore, Twink sees and controls the ironies at 

close range; he is Involved in the lives of people around 

him, familiar with their problems, their backgrounds and 

attitudes. Hardy shows, through Twink, the roost intimate 

contact the genuine ironist ever makes with life's conflictsi 

perceiving, understanding, and tsanipulating them without 

himself being caught up in th«». When, on the other hand. 

Hardy wishes to show how reality looks to the victim of 

life's Ironies, he uses the Curate's Xngenu Mode of nar

ration, involving the reader in the victimisation to a cer

tain extent. The near-sighted cleric sees only the lower 

level of reality in which he is immersed, with an
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overwhelmingly confident unawarenesa of the existence of 

conflict at another level. Because Hardy holds an unvary

ing Ingenu Mode during the Curate's narration, delivering 

no direct authorial indication of the Curate's unreliabil

ity, the reader experiences a mild exposure to the victim's 

own dilemma*  what la the reality, here? The reader final

ly arrives at much the same conclusion the Curate has 

reached*  he must sift the evidence available and decide 

for himself %rtiere the truth lies.

From Twink'e familiarity with and mastery of life's 

ironies, and the Curate's immersion and blindness to them, 

Hardy moves to the aged groceress*  remoteness from and dis

interest in them. The Dramatised Mode he assigns this nar

rator traces the movements of the characters as if they 

were participants in a game*  casual cruelty to the feeble 

or powerless members of the comaunity, unprotested traves

ties of justice, whole spans of human struggle and defeat 

are all sumraarised in brief# trite phrases. Hardy removes 

the reader to the narrator's distant position by this fac

tual, impartial technique of descriptioni he also gener

ates in the reader a corresponding mood of inertia and dis- 

interedness in outcomes. Hardy manages to give an impres

sion of mankind's goals as so transient and trivial as to 

be unworthy of fate's attention, either to thwart or to
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facilitate. The result la one of cosoic boredom in which 

the reader participates, and Hardy has successfully illu

strated his fourth ironic distance.

These views of the ironists*  many realities are im

portant in themselves, but they have further value, when 

examined in the frame’s context, of helping to establish 

Hardy’s own stance as an ironic writer. When taken in con

junction with the general ironies in "A Few Crusted Char

acters*  and with the theme off alienation the traveler John 

Lackland represents, they illuminate Hardy’s own relation

ship to ironies in life and literature.



III. ISOHIES 13 THS FHAMS

The overall purpose of this thesis is to shew that 

*A Few Crusted Characters*  helps illuminate Hardy’s ironic 

philosophies and stance as an ironic writer. Chapter XXX 

will examine the ironies in the frasM of the series, as 

those ironies contribute to an expression of Hardy*s  main 

themes and as they help to clarify his position in regard 

to deterralnism and destiny, especially.

Three different approaches are helpful in examining 

the ironies of the framet first, to treat the frame as a 

story in its own right, one that expresses Hardy’s themes 

of alienation and impexcipience (Hardy’s tens for the ten

dency to neglect the present time and place while antici

pating the future or recalling the past)i second, to uti

lise the frame as a base-line for viewing the recurring 

instances of identical ironic patterns or treatment, with

in the separate stories, and for inferring larger ironic 

statements from these specific instances, third, to see 

the frame as a middle distance in the overlapping points 

of view, and to determine from this position where the final 

authority—the frame’s own narrator—stands in ironic
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relation to his fiction, especially in relation to the gro- 

cerese, his narrator who represents fate.

As an aid to understanding Hardy’s ironies, a study 

of the fraroe’s own story is less fruitful than one might 

wish. An examination of its other aspects, its functions 

as unifying and distancing devices, is much more produc

tive. One reason for the frame’s ineffectiveness as a story 

is that taken alone, its narrative structure Is relative

ly weak. T#ien juxtoposed with the contents and authorial 

skills of the individual stories, the frame’s fictional 

elements suffer still moret the main plot appears frail 

and diluted beside the force of the anecdotal and occasion

ally almost mythic action of the individual stories. The 

frame’s characters, also, are defined more tn terms of the 

stories they narrate than in terms of their existence and 

interaction as characters in the stories, they are color

ful and genuine as narrators, but as fellow-passengers in 

the van they are stereotyped and underdrawn. The frame’s 

themes, as well, suffer from a general lifelessness by com

parison with those of the individual stories*>  Hardy’s fa

miliar and usually poignant themes of alienation and im- 

perciplenee are greatly lacking in force and conviction, 

here. In such close proximity to the vividly-dramatised 

themes, in the tales, of devastating injustice, for example. 
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or destructive self-deception# alienation and impercipi- 

ence emerge as bland and peripheral. My second and third 

objectives in examining the frame, dealing with its func

tions as a unifying and illuminating force, have found much 

more evidence of Hardy*s  care as an author. His opinions 

and stance emerge clearly when the frame is utilised to 

correlate elements within the stories, and as a standpoint 

for establishing Hardy*8  final authorial distance from his 

subject.

In approaching the two themes of the frame, I will 

handle them in terms of their separate manifestations and 

their mutual resolution. Hardy*a  point here, as it appears 

again and again in his poems and novels, is that these two 

divisive forces are unified, ironically, by the final di

vision of death. Alienation from one's surroundings and 

associates, impercipience of the present's opportunities, 

converge and are reconciled in Hardy's work—usually he 

shows both survivor and departed as benefiting from the 

reconciliation? in *A  Few Crusted Characters," however, 

he deals only with the effects on the survivor.

The primary theme of the frame is that of alienationi 

the frame's protagonist, John Lackland, realises that he 

•can't go home again.*  Returning to his native Wessex after 

an absence of thirty-five years, he arrives in the market 
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town just in tir® to hail the departing carrier van, ex

plaining to its passengers, *'X  have cobs down here entire

ly to discover what Longpuddle is looking like and who are 

living here. That was why Z preferred a seat in your van 

to hiring a carriage for driving across1• (IXX, p. 193). 

Only one of the passengers, the aged groceress, had known 

Lackland’s family at all; everyone else in the van is a 

stranger. Although they begin, at his request, to discuss 

mutual acquaintances, the narrators soon become absorbed 

in their own stories and begin to speak of people Lackland 

does not know. Kost of those whon he had known are now 

dead, as it happens. The carrier tells Lackland, as the 

journey begins, ••wall, as for Longpuddle, we rub on there 

much as usual. Old Figures have dropped out o*  their frames, 

so to speak, and new ones have been put in their places1* 

(LLX, p. 193), The carrier then launches into a narration 

of an event thirty years in the past# rather than describ

ing any of the "new figures*  in the * frame.*  Tony Kytes, 

the hero of the first story, is still living in Wessex, 

but the characters In the second and third stories have 

long been dead. Andrey and Jane Satchel, protagonists of 

the fourth story, are still alive, but Andrey’s father, 

from the fifth story. Is ••dead and gone, poor man, as we 

all shall be!’* (LLX, p. 232). Even the robust players of
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Twink’s "Abaant'-Mindadneas in a Parish Choir*  have ••been 

done away with these twenty year'*  as a group. Mrs. Winter, 

the "hollow-eyed" annuitant of the aged grocereas*  story, 

is "’dead these flvs-and-twenty year at least'*  (LLI, p. 

236). George Crookhill and Kietty Sargent, of the last two 

tales, are probably still living, but were only slightly 

known to Lackland. Thus, most of the stories concern friends 

of his who are now dead, when the protagonists are still 

living, they are largely strangers to him.

The tales of the past occupy the whole journey? al

most iflmedlately after a "lull in the discourse,*  the van 

enters the *long  straggling village*  (LLI, p. 258), and 

the passengers are *dropped off one by one, each at his 

or her own door,*  the stranger being left to proceed alone. 

By the light of the noon, he strolls through the village, 

looking still toward the past, at •this chimney and that 

old wall*  (LLI, p. 259), until he reaches the churchyard. 

His fomter friends lie here, and his alienation from the 

living is ctoaplete.

Lackland's alienation is only part of the irony in 

the frame# Hardy's subordinate theme of impercipience ao- 

oo^sanles and supports that of alienation, adding an extra 

dimension and finally, a resolution, when Hardy uses the 

term "imperolplenc®*  he refers to a somewhat complex
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phlloaophieal concept) the tendency in people to reject 

what is around them, to neglect the present in their dreams 

of the future or their regrets for the past) Hardy’s im- 

percipients live out what amounts to a total negation of

23LEES <$1®^ philosophy. It is obvious, given this notion 

of impercipience, that alienation-being out of touch with 

others and with the present—grows out of iiBpercipience 

and the neglect it accompanies, Morrell notices that Hardy 

blames irapercipience for meh of one’s alienation from life) 

Hardy shows, Morrell says, "the general weakness of pre

ferring the remote or the inaccessible, and despising re

ality, Hardy never tired of deploring the romanticist’s 

habit of ’looking away’ from the small but satisfying glow 

of real life , , ,’• (pp, 144-145). Although Lackland’s 

romantic remembrances have brought him into an alien en

vironment, the van’s other passengers indulge in a simi

lar disregard for reality that removes than to another place 

of time and space, in either the past or the future. They 

regard the past with an enthusiasm conspicuously missing 

in their consideration of the present. Sven Twlnk keeps 

his eyes focused on objects ahead off the van, Xmpereip- 

ience, in one form or another, affects every character in 

the frame.
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Hardy reconciles both theme*  at the conclusion of *A  

Few Crusted Character* •• «hen Lackland stands alone in 

the cemetery, he perceive*.  Hardy says, that hi*  root*  are 

not here, and that he would have to begin a*  a newcomer 

should he choose to remain in Longpuddle, The experience 

of the journey, of hearing strangers speak of other stran

gers, ha*  begun Lackland’s parcipiance of his position as 

an outsider. His moonlight walk through the village has 

convinced him further of his alien status, as the "pecu

liar charm" of the place ia "lowered • • ♦ by magnified 

expectations from infantine memories*  (LIT, p. 259), The 

final stage of percipienee comes when he stands among the 

headstones in the churchyard and begins at last to "feel 

himself amid the village community*!  the complete unaware- 

ness and total separation symbolised by death carry alien

ation and Impercipience to their farthest extremes, and 

Lackland suddenly perceives his true situation. In describ

ing the outcome. Hardy does not say exactly what Lackland 

finally does or where he goes, except to note that he leaves 

Longpuddle and has not been seen for fifteen years. Ap

parently the feeling of belonging to a vanished populace 

did not appeal to him any more than the feeling of estrange

ment from the living did, or a new beginning arsong stran

gers. Percipienee# and the positive action based on
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perciplence, would seem to be Lackland's solution. The 

fact that Hardy does not elaborate on Lackland's ultimate 

decisions and destiny seems to me to weaken the frame's 

effectiveness; possibly Hardy means to indicate that am

biguity is part of existence, and is just another aspect 

of experience. If so, the overall structure of *A  Few Crust

ed Characters*  is concluded satisfactorily by the two themes' 

resolutions, while the plot is not ended, but merely aban

doned.

Turning from the frame's theme and plot to its func

tion as a unifying force yields more conclusive results 

about Hardy's ironies. The frame is Invaluable in providing 

the reader with a means for Integrating specific, individ

ual instances of irony and for inferring Hardy's attitudes 

from these integrations.

Seen from the linear, ongoing narrative of the frame, 

Hardy's Ironies in the separate stories join to form two 

main categoriesi those that make statements about social 

attitudes and those concerned with religious institutions 

and attitudes. By and large, the social ironies concern 

Inverted values, the shirking of responsibility, or the 

inequities of civil law. The religious statements deal 

with the impotence of the diurch and with general nisap- 

plication or misunderstanding of religious doctrine.
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Marriage ie one subject in the ironies that deals with 

distorted social values and the avoidance of responsibil

ity. In two different instances Hardy described young women 

as going to a great deal of trouble to contract for mar

riages that they later have reason to regret. Here Hardy 

sees® to be illustrating an idea he had expounded in •Can

dour in English Fiction*t  "Life being a physiological fact, 

its honest portrayal must be largely concerned with, for 

one thing, the relations of the sexes, and the substitu

tion for such catastrophes as favour the false colouring 

best expressed by the regulation finish that •they married 

and were happy ever after,*  of catastrophes based upon sex

ual relations as it is. To this expansion English soci

ety opposes a well-nigh Insuperable bar*  (Orel, pp. 127- 

128)• In the two stories in question, the two "catastro

phes*  disguised as marriages were not dismissed with the 

conventional "happy ever after*  phrase. The first marriage, 

in "Andrey Satchel and the Parson and Clerk,*  took place 

with the bride's expecting a child momentarily, and marry

ing in order to "save her name"? after having been locked 

in the churdi tower while the groom sobexra up enough to 

satisfy Pa*son  Toogood*s  sense of propriety, the couple 

finally marry, the bride looking "smiling and calm forth

with, and Andrey limper than ever*  (XXI, p. 230). The
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narrator, Twink, ends the story with Hardy’s realistic sub

stitution for the "happy ever after*  falsehood: “'It was 

a long while before the story of what they had gone through 

was known, but it was talked of in tine, and they themselves 

laugh over it nowj though what Jane got for her pains was 

no great bargain after all1* (XXX, p. 230). The second 

"catastrophic" marriage, in "Netty Sargent’s Copyhold,*  

involves a young woman's determination to save her uncle's 

property from confiscation. In order to get a husband, 

she must own the property—otherwise, the young man has 

declared, he will not marry her. Before the transfer can 

be signed, her aged uncle dies, and she props up his corpse 

and guides the hand in a signature, to make the waiting 

clerk think him still alive. The ruse works# she keeps 

the cottage and land, and gets her husband. The narrator# 

Mr. Day, ends the tale with another of Hardy's inversions 

of the "happy ever after*  phrase: "'Two years after they 

were married he took to beating her—not hard, you know# 

just a smack or two, enough to set her in a temper, and 

let out to the neighbors what she had done to win him, and 

how she repented of her pains'" (LLI, p. 258). Having re

sorted to different variations of the "tradition of deceit*  

(Morrell, p. 20, quoting John Holloway's The Victorian Sage), 

both Hetty and Jane secure husbands in a socially-acceptable
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Victorian way: this view of marriage saw men as antipathet
ic to the idea of wedlock but vulnerable to the charms of 

women and/or property. Whatever a woman had to resort to 

in order to make the prospect of marriage attractive enough 

economically, sexually, or socially was looked upon in the 

"tradition of deceit" as perfectly justifiable, since mar

riage was a necessary, holy, and honorable condition. Any 

trick, from wearing a false hairpiece to getting oneself 

with child by one^ beloved, was condoned, so long as mar

riage was the objective. Hardy here shows the lengths to 

which the tradition could be carried, and he furthermore 

shows the results of the marriages thus made.

The shirking of social responsibility, Hardy’s sec

ond Ironic theme, involves the irrational, erroneous, or 

Impulsive choice of mates—a choice that is later blamed 

on destiny, in many instances. A comic example is that 

of Tony Kytes, who, unable to decide which of three for
mer sweethearts he wants to marry, proposes to each of them 

in turn—within the hearing of the other two. Speaking 

of Hardy’s themes, Morrell uses the terras of "choice" and 

"re-choice" and uses Tony’s fickleness as an example; it 

is, he says, a huraorous treatment of a serious theme—the 

absurdity of such "re-choices" based on impulses of the 

chooser’s exaggerated value of what he has rejected (p. 146)
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The were fact of "re-choice" is not the final irony, how

ever; Hardy <rlves another twist to the story; when the first 

two young ladies have refused Tony and have stalked indig

nantly away, then * • . • there at last wore left Hilly 

and Tony by themselves, she crying in watery streams, and 

Tony looking like a tree struck by lightning. •Well, Hilly,• 

he says at last, going up to her, ‘it do seem as if fate 

had ordained that it should be you and I, or nobody. And 

What must be must be, I suppose. Hey, Mllly?**  (LLI, p. 

203). Hardy assigns a far more serious tone to the shirk

ing of responsibility in "The History of the Hardconres," 

which treats of choice, "re-choice*  and "non-choice" (Mor

rell, p. 146) in courtship and marriage. The Hardcoma cou

sins, James and Steve, had previously chosen fiancees, but 

had exchanged them on impulse at a dance and had married 

the partners of this re-choice. Two years later the mar

riages still held, but a tragic non-choice cost the lives 

of two of the four protagonists. J. I. M, Stewart notices 

such tendencies in Hardy*9  characters and says, "Again and 

again individuals make no choice at all; they take up in

stead a fatalistic attitude as if concurring in their own 

puppetry. This last attitude—a kind of deterministic ab

negation of responsibility, produces some of the worst
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easses of As I pointed out in Chapter II, Hardy
often treats non-choice symbolically by describing his char

acters as drifting ainlessly in a boat, or as iaamersed in 

a drear?,-like state. In "The History of the Hardcores," 

Olive and Steve, who had been engaged to each other origi
nally, drift out to sea in a canoe, gating into each other’s 

eyes like sorma’mbulists. VJhen the canoe capsizes, they 

drown, evidently never having recovered their wits enough 

even to know they were drowning, because they are found 

"tightly locked in each other’s arms, his lips upon hers, 
tixeir features still wrapt in the same calm and drean-lika 

repose" (LI#I, p. 214). Having related the particulars of 

these tangled and arbitrary choices, the Curate then uses 

the same expression that Tony Kytes had used: "’It had 

been their destiny to die thus. The two halves, intend
ed by nature to make the perfect whole, had failed in that 

result during their lives. . .(LLI, pp. 214-215). Whether 

in jest or in all seriousness, Hardy’s characters have "gone 

out of their way" to "move in a curious and roundabout man
ner when a plain, straight course lies open to them*

^Thomas Hardyi A Critical Biography (tiev Yorki Dodd, 
Mead, s'dotapany, 1971?, p'."'4'1^ Hereafter referred to in 
lay text aa "Stewart. *
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(Reading, p. Ill), and then have renounced responsibility 

for the outcome of their actions.
Turning from the individual’s responsibility to society# 

Hardy looks at society’s responsibility to the individuali 
in three separate stories he lets the relationship of crime 

to punishment speak for the Inequities of civil justice. 

In one story the crime and punishment are equal in nature 

and severity, but in the other two stories, an Imbalance 

exists—in one case the penalty is not exacted at all, and 

in the other. It Is far too severe.
Of the three stories concerning justice, only the reg

istrar’s ’Incident In the life of Mr. George Crookhlll” 
fits the punishment to the crime. George is Hardy’s Wes
sex version of a small-time con-man and is, furthermore, 
one of the few characters in "A Few Crusted Characters*  

to become his own victim. As the narrator sums un his char

acter and situation, “’Theire was Georgy Crookhill—he was 
one of the shady sort, as I have reason to know . . . Well, 

as he began so he went on. It never got so far as a hanging 

matter with him, to be sure; but he had some narrow escapes 

of penal servitude; and once it was a case of the biter 

bit’* (LLT, p. 246), Having conned a *rlch  farmer*  out 

of his clothing and horse, Georgy is arrested, being mis
taken for the "rich farmer’ who actually was a runaway
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soldier and who had stolen the horse and clothing the day 

before from the original farmer. Punishment Is "compar

atively light*  for Georgy, since he had *only  robbed the 

robber*?  the soldier himself •was never traced,*  and so, 

goes unpunished. Since Hardy has swung our sympathies to 

follow the soldier, and since he tells us that Georgy’s 

punishment is slight, the story’s overall effect is one 

of justice’s having been satisfied.

•Netty Sargent’s Copyhold,*  on the other hand, is a 

story in which crime is actually rewarded. *<r.  Day, the 

narrator, takes a humorous view of Netty’s cleverness and 

courage in outwitting the rich landlord who wants her cot

tage and land. In outmaneuverlng the landowner, Netty breaks 

several laws? a detailed list of her crimes technically 

includes forgery and misrepresentation of facts. Yet she 

succeeds in securing the copyhold, gains a husband, and 

earns the admiration of her neighbors. Even after her trick

ery is known to the landholder, no action is taken against 

her, for •’Netty was a pretty young woman, and the Squire’• 

son was a pretty young man at that time, and wider-minded 

than his father, having no objection to little holdings? 

and he never took any proceedings against her’* (LI.I, p. 

258), Mr. Hay sums up his admiration of Netty’s clever

ness with the observation that *’Every virtue has its
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reward . . ,•*  (11,1, p. 256). The situation Is especial
ly ironic when contrasted with the outcome of the third 

story In Hardy*a  examination of crime and punishment.

"The winters and the Palmleys" represents the exact 

opposite of Netty’s experience, showing a penalty too severe 

for the crime corssitted. This grocers®s’ tale deals with 

an "offense-revenge*  notif that is only satisfied by the 

death of a relatively innocent victim. Young Jack Winter 

breaks into the home of his former fiancee to regain his 

poorly-written love-letters, because he fears she will use 

them to mock him; he takes the box that contains them and 

Is arrested with it in his possession after he has destroy
ed the letters. Unknown to him, the box also contains sev

eral gold coins, for whose theft he is nevertheless arrest
ed. The aged groceress’ matter-of-fact account of hl® ar
rest and trial Is that "’Jack’s act amounted to night burg

lary—though he had never thought of it—[underscoring mine] 
and burglary was felony, and a capital offense In those 

days’* (LLI, p. 244). Contrasting this remark with the 

registrar’s statement that Georgy’s punishment was fair
ly light since he "only robbed the robber*  and with Mr. 

Day’s "’Every virtue has its reward’* concerning Netty’s 

crime, the reader sees that justice seems to be blind—
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because it depends on people who deliberately blind them
selves to its administration.

Vhen Hardy turns fron the ironies Involving society 

to those involving religion, he is at one and the same time 

more subtle and more devastating in his effects. Sxcept 
when using TwinVs humor or the curate*s  gentle near-sightedness 

Hardy camouflages his religious ironies in "A Few Crust

ed Characters,” embodying them either in symbols or in the 

inappropriate use of scriptural quotations. The recogni

tion of a symbol requires reader involvennnt; the tracing 

and correction of inappropriate scripture usage requires 

even more attention, but is regarded by greater effect on 

the reader. Tn the separate stories, the symbols and quo
tations are relatively rild, but seen from the franis, they 

gain much in ironic Impact.
The Lon-^puddle church-tower is a recurring symbol in 

the frame. In each of three separate stories, it functions 

as an actual edifice, as part of the incongruity in dif
ferent situational ironies. The first Instance is very 

slight, and goes by the reader almost unnoticed: in “Th® 

Superstitious Man’s Story*  the sexton is said to have re

ported how he had felt the bell “go heavy*  in his hand as 

he was tolling it, and he *feared it meant a death in the 

parish*  (LI.lt p. 216). The bell, of course, la in tlie
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church-tower, and the sexton would be standing well up into 

the building to pull the rope. This is the only reference 

in this particular story to the church-tower, although the 

church-building Itself figures in the semi-pagan supersti- 
2tion the storv centers around. VJhen the young folk of 

the village keep watch on Old Midsummer, the^r see the "faint 

shapes" of "all the folk in the parish who are going to 

be at death’s door within the year" enter the church; only 

those destined to recover "come out again after a while; 

those who are doomed to die do not ratum" (LLI, p. 218). 

William Privett enters but does not return, according to 

the young witness. The Ironies here result from the jux

taposition of Christian and pagan elements; taken alone, 

the reference to the bell-tower seems insignificant, and 

certainly would seem to have no meaning outside the story, 

were it not for other references to the tower in the other 

individual stories.
The second instance in which the bell-tower figures 

brings its existence sharply to the reader’s attention,

2This superstition regarding the church bell’s powers 
was a common Wessex tradition. In some versions, fairies 
rang the bell on special occasions. Kinsley Palmer, Oral 
Folk Tales of Wessex (Plymouth; Latimer Trend 8 Company, 
Et57 ,Tm) 7p7*nir7
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however. In Christopher Twlnk’s "Andrey Satchel and the 

Parson and Clerk'*  which follows the "Superstitious :<an*8  

Story," the tower serves aa a prison for a young couple 

about to be married, he noted before. Pa*son  Billy Too- 

good refuses to marry tite couple while the groom is tipsy, 
although the bride seems ready to give birth at any time. 
The clerk locks the engaged pair in the bell-tower, at the 

request of the bride, who explains, " , . . if we bide here 

in the church, folk may see us through the windows, and 

find out what has happened (she is referring to the Par
son's refusal to marry them until Andrey is sober? the read

er nay at first think that she refers to the pre-raarital 

pregnancy, but this incongruity in Victorian social atti
tudes is just one more irony, Jane sobs, "and 'twould cause 

such a talk and scandal that I nover should get over iti 

and perhaps, too, dear Andrey might try to get out and leave 

cel Will ye lock us up in the tower, ray dear clerk?'" (LLZ, 

p, 223), Hardy achieves both ironic humor and ironic pathos, 
and although the tower is seen here as symbolic, the irony 

of the syi.bol is subsidiary to Twlnk's manner and the force 

of his rollicking narrative.
The bitterest use of the church-tower syribol appears 

in "The Winters and the Palraleys," after young Jack has 

been hanged from a crime he did not intend to ooramit. The
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body has been brought back to Longpuddle from the jail where 

the execution took place, after a trial in whicdi the wit- 

nesees, who could have saved the boy’s life with a word, 
did not trouble tlieroaelves to appear, because of a lona- 
a tan dine? family grudge. After the descrintion of the cof
fin’s slow approach in the wagon, the qroceress remarks 

laconically, *’The coffin was laid in the belfry for the 

night, and the next dav, Sunday, between the services, we 

buried him”* (LLI, p. 246). The church’s role has been 

entirely passive in Jack’s life; he is even buried "between 

the services*  so that the Sunday ritual will not be dis
rupted. Vfiien it is viewed from tlie fra’ne, therefore, in 

conjunction with the tower as prison and the tower as ori

gin or a serai-pagan rumor, it assumes substantial and solemn 

proportions, as a symbol of the impotance of a religion 
3 outgrown and outlived.

In addition to the Ironic religious svmbola in *A  Pew 

Crusted Characters,*  Hardy makes ironic use of Biblical 
quotations. William Rutland notes that in Kardv’s earlier 

novels scripture is often put to humorous use, but that

^See Frank a. Giordano, Jr., •Secularisation and Ethi
cal Authority in Jude the Obscure,*  The Thomas Hardy Year 
Book 1972-1973, pp.34-4J.
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"Too often, in the late novels, Sar^y*«  references to Scrip*  
4 ture are bitterly ironical . . .* "n Pew Crusted Char

acters,*  written about the sawe tieae as the *late  novels," 

partakes of the saire tone, in Hardy1 s refarencos to Scrip*  

ture. "The History of the Hardcores," and especially "The 

winters and the Palmlays*  contain nls-anpllcations of Scrip
ture that are especially pointed.

In "The Hl st 010/ of the tlardcoir-es" the Cur ata uses a 

Biblical passage In conjunction with a reference to Des
tiny, and thus Increases the irony. He says of the drown
ed couple that "’In death they were not divided.’" This 

quotation cones from IT Carnuel 1x23 by way of Georoe Pilot’s 

Mill on the Floss; in both these contexts, death alone had 

served to re-unlte loved ones who, because of pride, am
bition, or lack of charity, had becore estranged. In Mill 
on the Floss, Macqle had conn to rescue her brother Tom 

front the flood, and so was reconciled with bin just before 

their deaths by drowning? In the old Testament story, Xing 

Saul and his son Jonathan had become bitter enemies not 
even reconciled by the dancer of the battle In which they 

both died. The irony in applying this passage to Olive

4
Thomas Hardyx A Study of Eis Wrltings and Their Back*  

qrovmd”(Oxfordt "Oxford""Cnlvers 1 ty Press', l^l’d) , P» 4»"
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and Steve lies In the fact that they were separated by choice 

and united only by refusal to choose, and that although 

*in death they were not divided,*  in life they had been, 

because of their following a siomontary irpulsa at a wad

ding party*

Hardy’s use of a Biblical reference in ”The Winters 

and the Palmleys*  is far mor® striking than th® foregoing 

instance: at the funeral service for young Jack, the ser
mon was preached on the text *He  was the onlv son of his 

mother, and she was a widow*  (LLI, p. 246), This was pre
cisely the case with Jack and his mother, and sounds ap
propriate until contrasted with its original context in 

Luke 7:12, in which the situation is considerably differ

ent, The Biblical story tells of Christ’s encountering 

a funeral procession in the street. The people are unknown 

to him and do not even seek his help, but Christ perceives 

that the corpse they bear was the only son of his widowed 

motherr as an act of compassion and understanding, he re

stores the young man’s life. In *h  Few Crusted Characters*  

the situation is an ironic parady of the Hew Testament story: 
Jack has been condemned for a crime he did not intend to 

commit, of whose Implications he was unaware. The Bibli

cal passage Is quoted just after the groeeress has related 

the details of Jack’s hanging:
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"The day o’ young Jack’s exncutlon was a cold 
dusty Saturday in March. Ke was so boyish and 
slln that they were obliged in stercy to hang 
hits in the heaviest fetters kept in the jail, 
lest his heft should not break his neck, and 
they weighed ao upon him that he could hardly 
drag hinsalf un to the drop" (LLI, p. 245).

This particular passage seems to me to be one of Hardy’s 

most masterful ironic acaoapliehmentSe Because it deals 

with religion and execution, injustice and hypocrisy, the 

very real possibility exists that the reader could have 

felt the experience as being "forced*  upon his attention, 

as being overstated, melodramatic, or sentimental. The 

remote and icy stance of the narrator, however, enables 

a reader to participate in the impersonal attitude, and 

to make his own estimation of the ironic and emotional suc

cess of the story.

Hardy’s ironies, taken separately in the stories, often 

seem to go no farther than the specific occurrence of social 

or religious Ironic episodes. From the base-line provid

ed by the frame, they combine to form the observation that 

men regard choice, justice, and religious principles as 

beyond their ability.

finally, the frame of *A  few Crusted Characters*  pro

vides Hardy with an opportunity to demonstrate his exact 

ironic distance from his subject. At the same time, the
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fraraa enables him to demonstrate his attitudes regarding 

the role and Influence of chance as a controllln" force 

in life.
To understand the ironic distance assumd by the frame’s 

narrator. It is helpful to review the stance of the most 

retiote secondary narrator, the aged groceress. Likewise, 
determining the exact traits and motives of this figure 

helps the reader to understand Hardy’s attitude about the 

role of chance in life, for the groceress Is probably his 

personification of destiny or fate, and a recurrent char
acter in Hardy’s work. A@ I showed in Chanter II, the aged 

gorceress preceded the other passengers In securing her 

place In the van, but was passive and silent until call
ed upon for information that no one else could remember, 
at which time she seemed to receive a "viaion" from a super

natural source. Her narrative tone was utterly lacking 

In emotion, and she made no value judgments, condemned no 

crimes, justified no motives. In addition, she emphasized 

her role of observer, rather than of participant, in de
scribing the scenes at which she had been present in ear

lier times. Hardy Intended her to represent an omniscient, 
impartial observer, passive and extremely remote, perhaps 

to represent his personification of destiny or fate.
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Hardy makes an important referance to such a person
age in his Notebook; in an entry dated 33 October, 1979, 

he says, "Toother’s notion (and also mine)—that a figure 

stands in our van with am uplifted to knock us back from 

any pleasant prospect we indulge in as probable*  (p. 23). 

Critics who see Hardy as deterministic credit him with a 

belief in the actively malignant force that he describes 

here. They overlook the passive and silent figure of the 

kind represented in *'  Few Crusted Characters." Assuming 

Hardy to mean what he says in this desertotions of fate, 
and in his description of the groceress, the only logical 

conclusion is that he changed his outlook ovzer the twenty- 

year period, because the figure in *h  Few Crusted Charac
ters" is one with "folded lips and arms," and who Is silent, 

passive, and uninvolved. That Hardy*s  main narrator in 

"A Few Crusted Characters*  stands at a yet more remote point 

of view than the grooeress, that through his narrative, 

he manipulates her speech, attitudes, and very existence. 
Is a vitally-iTwx>rtant issue hero. Hardy thus illustrates, 
through his primary narrator, where mankind stands in re
lation to chance and choice.

The main narrator in "A Few Crusted Characters*  stands
ijeyond the other characters in point of view; in relation 

to space, time, and understanding he is their superior*
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He dbserves the market-town where the empty van awaits pas- 
asncorn and driver; he accompanies the vehicle on its trip 

through the T-Tasiex countryside and watches as it enters 

the valley where Lonjpuddla ’straggles,* Although not a 

passenger in the vehicle, ha sees the aged groceress her

self enter the van, and as the other passengers arrive, 
ho notes their appearances, their speech, and their oosi

tions in the coach*  He notices that Twink "schools*  him- 

self to a "tone of actuality,*  and that ,ir. Day "apologizes 

before beginning his narrative; the tnannerism and oddities 

of the characters do not escape him. rie says at the be

ginning of the introduction that the tino is almost four 

in the afternoon, and at the enl of the series he states 

that the van’s trip la fifteen years in the past. Minutes 

and years aaer, much the same to this narrator who moves 
so readily from ono to the other. He moves with equal ease 

into the minds of bln characters, usually by his report 
of their narratives, but once, by the actual description 

of thought processes. He says of Lackland, standing the 

churchyard, that he "began to feel himself amid the vil
lage communityj and that he "perceived*  his alienation. 

This ability to penetrate the thoughts of others places 

Hardy’s primary narrator in a category beyond that of the 

aged qrooerees, a» one who also "sees*  and includes even
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the grocereso, herself, In that which he ■sees.*  Remote 

as she is, he Is even farther removed from the fiction.
This stance of the primary narrator, in relation to 

the other narrators and characters, especially the second

ary narrator who represents fat®, provides a key to under
standing Hardy’s philosophy regarding determinism. As the 

narrator’s point of view controls the groceross’ own point 
of view, in this fictional representation of reality, so 

men control fate and destiny, in Hardy’s estimation: by 

removing themselves far enough from life’s conflicts to 

understand them clearly, by exorcising the choice they pos 

sess, by acting on those choices and then accepting the 

responsibility for the consequences, men make their own 

destiny. This clarification of his ironic stance, in life 

and in fiction, is the contribution made by a study o*  "A 

Few Crusted Characters."



COtiCLUSIOM

Hardy's use of irony is both his strength and hie weak

ness t his strength because it accounts for most of the im
pact of his work and his weakness because it produces Atuch 

confusion about or misunderstanding of his Meaning. J.

I. M, Stewart acknowledges this tendency of Hardy's to "hit 
hard*  yet fail to transmit full meaning to the reader. Stewart 
cites a sruch-disputed passage of Hardy's, the authorial 

cosjaent that ends Tess of the d’Vrbervilless "The Presi
dent of the Xmortals had ended hie sport with Tess.*  Stewart 

then admits, "There is no nonsense about this) we are being 

hit hard. Only, when we have finished our reading of hardy, 
ve are not quite sure what has hit us, «6hat are we being 

asked to believe, or processed to subscribe to?” (p. 34). 

Other critics, not quite so ready to give Hardy the bene

fit of the doubt, either accuse him of pessimism or fatal
ism, or occasionally, of artistic inaptitude or intellec
tual pride. The most extreme instance of such a stand ap

pears in Frank Chagxaan*s  evaluation of the saKe phrase frost 
Tess, when he says of Hardy's purpose in using the passage# 

"This seesis to me grossly theatrical. Hardy, in his
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endeavor to be impressive# deserts his oxm conception of
1 the •Imanent Will*  to drag in literary references." Thus, 

from the raore tolerant of the critics to those who have 

relegated Hardy to the ranl:s of the pretensions, nl a con

ceptions still exist.
Sven Morrell and Southerington, who have found opti

mism in Hardy*i  writing and Integrity in his attitude, never

theless base their findings on somewhat liMted aspects 

of his work, or conclude on a dubious note where his crafts- 

manship is concerned. Morrell, in showing Hardy*s  belief 

In fr <3 a-will and in man’s ability to direct his o’-m des

tiny, relies largely on instances from Par from the Madding 

Crowd, the least pessimistic or deterministic of Hardy’s 

novels. Southcrington questions the ability of Hardy’s 

*chosen form"—folk themes, ballad-like plots, rural char

acters— to stand successfully under such heavy application 

of irony as Hardy uses, provided, as Southerington says, 

that Hardy genuinely means to be ironic throughout his work*

•/X Few Crusted Characters*  contributes substantial
ly to clearing un the misconceptions that have surround

ed Hardy’s work, especially in understanding his stance in

^■Revaluation (Iv) Hardy the novelist,*  Scrutiny, III 
(June, 1934), p. 23.
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regard to destiny and free will, and Irony 1» the key. The 

frame-etory works entirely through Hardy*3  custonary Wee~ 

aex setting and characters, showing his themes to be uni
versal, the situations and problems tineless. A more con
sistent exanple of hla "chosen form**  could hardly bo found, 

or a nore successful anpllcation of ironic technique to 

that forn. Once a reader understands Hardy’s Irony in this 

selection, he is well on his way to understanding lardy's 

whole phllosophv of 11and art.

The little world of Wessex Is well-renresented by the 

passengers in tha vans the curate and clerk, a local land
scape painter, the registrar the groceress, the seedsnan, 

the local prankster, tho driver, an*  the traveller. The 

narrations cover the entire spectrum of human experience: 

marriages, births, deaths, courtlngs, hangings, murders, 
visions, and the endless ways and means by which people 

influence their own fortunes and assign the outcomes to 

fate. The minister as well as the driver blame circumstance 

for what obviously resulted from choice and intent in the 

stories they tell, hfiether the tone is conic or tragic, 
the contradictory twist of irony shapes almost every out

come o*  every situation: wrong choice or the refusal to 

Choose at all, innocent victims and guilty victors. Hardy 

shows the reader hew reality appears to the narrators of
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the separate storiesi first, to the gullible Curate, in- 

mrsel in and deceived by the appearance of things as he 

wishes then to be. Hardy then presents a different world 

through the eyes of the alert and iraoish niaster-thatcher, 
who understands the huraan condition well enough to play 

pranks with truth and still have a fim gram of it. A. 
third and conpletely different view is revealed to the read 

er through the narrative of the qroceresa, who sees years 

and miles, persons and situations, as if they were char
acters in a drama, from a cold distance. She herself seems 
timeless and omniscient, like the fate whose personifica
tion Hardy probably intends her to be.

Because of the grocareaa*  narration, the final stance 

of Hardy’s own narrator (the frame’s narrator) can be in
ferred, and from that Inference, an important clue to the 

author’s opinions concerning th® role of destiny emerges. 

The frame’s own narrator stands beyond the qroceress in 

point of view, including her presence and narrative in what 
he himself sees and hears. That she is distant and oas- 

sive in regard to tho characters in her story, that she 
knows all but seeks to control nothing, characterises her 

as the tyne of fate that is subject to be challenged, if 

not overoorae, by the will of wan. That Hardy as narrator 

and artist has created her, dlsarmad her, and revealed her 
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inpotence, su^eits that Hartly the nan f-21t free-will, re*  

gponglble choice, anrl conscientious action to be the sune- 

riora of destiny. ’Then this philosophy is tentatively ap*  

plia-l to other works of Hardv’s, siany forr.verly obscure pointe 

beco-ne noro cloar, includin'? the quotation fron Tess: hav

ing shown peonle carrying out their choices, victimizing 

and preying upon one another, the author then comments upon 

this curolty of a non-existent oosmlg gamester and doijblas 

the original irony thereby.

•Whether or not Hardy was ahead o*  his time is inpos- 
slble to say, but certainly, he was ahead of his readers. 

Only recently, in a world greying more accustoTied to the 

fact that material reality is deceptivn—if it exists at 

all—has Hardy’s all-oncomnassing irony cone to be appre
ciated, An undorstanding of Hardy’s purpose and skill in 

“A Few Crusted Characters*  can add to that appreciation.
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